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tetrahedron A = A,A2A3A, to a point P meet the opposite faces in Ay, Ad,
Aj, Ad, and if we denote the “triangular parts” A2A{/A3, A3A4{A1, AiAi Az,
by @41, @42, 43, and correspondingly those of a; by di, diz, ai3 according as they
have an edge pertaining to the pair e;=(A2A3)(A1A4) or €2=(A3A1)(A2A4) or
e3;=(A,A2)(A3A,4) for a side, then, as was proved in this paper, (41432023014
= 31042013424
= 221012043434.
Each product has as factors the triangular areas
adjacent to one of the pairs e;. The point P is given the barycentric coordinates
pi: p2: ps: pa, etc. This corresponds to Ceva’s theorem and is dualizable into one
corresponding to that of Menelaus. By methods similar to those used in the
first paper of this title (this Monthly, vol. 34, 1927, pp. 468-472), properties*of
the perspective of three tetrahedra in S; were established.
6. Mr. Lambert’s paper recapitulated briefly the history of the problem of
the apparent observed secular acceleration of the moon’s mean motion, and
explained the reasons for thinking that the portion of the apparent acceleration
not explained by the ordinary lunar theory is due to the very gradual slowing
down of the earth’s rotation by tidal friction. The popular conception of tidal
friction as analogous to the rotation of a wheel checked by a brake band, the
earth being the wheel and the ocean water the brake band, is quite erroneous.
The calculation involves simply the dissipation of energy and it is not always
easy to form a mental picture of how the energy dissipated at a particular
point contributes to the slowing down of the earth. The energy dissipated by
tidal currents has been estimated by Taylor and Jeffreys, though the available
data are rather uncertain, and found to be, for the mean lunar tides alone, about
1.110" ergs/sec. Almost all of this friction occurs in shallow seas, the deep
oceans contributing surprisingly little. The computations for a method of
estimating tidal friction from an entirely different set of data were made by
Heiskanen, though he did not at the time realize the significance of his result
nor apply certain needed corrections. Heiskanen’s work depends on the times
and heights of high tide all over the world, that is on the vertical component of
the tidal motion instead of on the horizontal component (current velocity)
used by Taylor and Jeffreys. This second method has the advantage of permitting us to visualize to a certain extent the moment of the forces retarding the
earth’s rotation. The tides in the open sea are to a large extent conjectural, but,
using the best available information, Heiskanen obtained a result which,
when reinterpreted and approximately corrected, is 1.010" ergs/sec; that is,
work is being done by the tides at an average rate of about one and one-half
(American) billion horsepower, and this energy comes out of the rotational
energy of the earth. The close agreement of this result with the result obtained
by a different method from data of a different nature is doubtless accidental
in view of the uncertainty of both sets of data, and all we are justified in saying
is that the quantity obtained is about the quantity required to explain the excess
of the apparent observed secular acceleration over the acceleration computed
by lunar theory. This seems to imply that there is little friction in the elastic
body tides of the earth.
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7. Mr. Woolard’s paper dealt with the difficulties involved in the attempt to
interpret correlation coefficients in terms of cause and effect, and was a résumé
of several notes by himself and others published in the Monthly Weather
Review, March and October, 1927, and March, 1928, and in the Meteorological
Magazine, vol. 63 (1928), p. 12.
EDGAR W. WooLarD, Secretary
THE

SEVENTEENTH

MEETING

OF THE

IOWA

SECTION

. The seventeenth annual meeting of the Iowa Section of the Mathematical
Association of America was held in conjunction with the meeting of the Iowa
Academy of Science at Grinnell College, Grinnell, lowa, on May 4-5, 1928.
The attendance was about sixty including the following twenty-seven
members of the Association: F. A. Brandner, E. W. Chittenden, Julia T.
Colpitts, N. B. Conkwright, Marian E. Daniells, W. M. Davis, C. W. Emmons,
Annie W. Fleming, Cornelius Gouwens, Dunham Jackson, Dora E. Kearney,
Yetta V. Maizlish, R. B. McClenon, F. M. McGaw, J. V. McKelvey, I. F.
Neff, M. A. Nordgaard, J. F. Reilly, H. L. Rietz, Maria M. Roberts, C. C.
Sherman, E. R. Smith, G. W. Snedecor, L. E. Ward, C. W. Wester, Roscoe
Woods, C. C. Wylie.
Professor Roscoe Woods, the chairman of the Section, presided at both the
Friday afternoon and the Saturday morning sessions.
Dinner was enjoyed
together Friday evening at the College Club. At the business meeting following
the program a report from the executive committee was adopted relative to
the program of the section; and the following were elected officers for 1928-—
1929: Chairman, C. W. Wester, Iowa State Teachers College; Vice-chairman,
Julia T. Colpitts, Iowa State College; Secretary-treasurer, J. F. Reilly, University of Iowa.
The program consisted of twenty papers, as follows:
1. “Definition by geometric implication,” by Professor E. R. Smith, Iowa
State College.
;
2. “Supplementary reading in freshman mathematics,”
by Professor
Edmund E. Ingalls, lowa Wesleyan College.
3. “A differential method of determining the longitude or time from two
altitudes of the sun,” by Mr. C. C. Sherman, University of Iowa.
4. “Pacioli and his ‘Sima,’ ” by Professor R. B. McClenon, Grinnell College.
5. “The use of machine factoring in multiple correlation,” by Professor
A. E. Brandt, Iowa State College (by invitation).
6. “Arithmetical changes in statistical constants due to coding, and their
correction,” by Professor Brandt.
7. “Calculation and use of the standard deviation of a partial regression
coefficient,” by Professor Brandt.
8. “The almanac in a Lincoln trial,” by Professor C. C. Wylie, University
of Iowa.
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9. “Notes on the orthocentric triangle” (by title), by Professor W. J. Rusk,
Grinnell College.
10. “How can interest in calculus be increased?”, by Professor Roscoe
Woods, University of Iowa.
11. “An analogy between certain functional relations and Yule’s nonsensecorrelations in time-series,” by Professor H. L. Rietz, University of Iowa.
12. “The graphs and tables used in the study of grades at Fletcher College,”
by Professor Paul C. Overstreet, John Fletcher College (by invitation).
13. “Are the freshmen at Fletcher getting a square deal in grades?”, by
Professor Overstreet.
14. “A few odds and ends of illustrations,” by Professor Overstreet.
15. “Infinitesimal and finite integration of 1/x,” by Mrs. Yetta Maizlish,
University of Iowa.
16. “On estimating freshman average gradés,” by Professor G. W. Snedecor,
Iowa State College.
17. “Disabilities of the correlation ratio,” by Professor Snedecor.
18. “Note on solving the linear homogeneous partial differential équation
with constant coefficients,” by Professor J. F. Reilly, University of Iowa.
19. “The cissoid,” by Mr. W. M. Davis, University of Lowa.
20. “Note on hyperquadrics in Euclidean S;,” by Mr. C. S. Carlson, University of lowa (by invitation).
Abstracts of these papers follow:
1. In this paper Professor Smith shows how some of the difficulties in the
definition of certain mathematical terms may be avoided by geometrical devices.
For example, an angle may be defined to be a mathematical element which may
be put in a one-to-one correspondence with a figure made up of two co-initial
rays and a curved arrow. Likewise a vector may be defined by a one-to-one
correspondence with a directed line segment or stroke.
2. Professor Ingalls reported on his plan of assigning supplementary readings
to the upper third of his freshman mathematics students. The purpose was to
interest the better students in topics not assignable to the poorer ones, and to
equalize the time spent by the two groups.
3. Mr. C. C. Sherman deduced an exact formula giving the correction to the
mean of the times for two observations by allowing the hour angle, the declination, and the zenith distance to vary simultaneously.
For observations on the sun, the small change in declination permits simplifications, and the formula reduces to the sum of three corrections: first, for
variation in declination; second, for difference in zenith distance; and a third
which is a function of the other two. The first two have been put in simple
form by previous workers who have investigated them separately. The third
correction, which is a convergent infinite series, is easily obtained by means of
a slide rule, but computations have shown that in practical work it may often
be neglected altogether.
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4. Professor McClennon gave a brief résumé of the life and work of Pacioli,
and read literal renderings of a few extracts from the “Sima” that had not
previously been published in translation.
A copy of the first edition of the
“Sima,” (Venice, 1494) belonging to the Grinnell College Library, was exhibited.
5. The method of handling statistical series in multiple correlation studies,
reported on by Professor Brandt, is made possible through the use of electrical
sorting and tabulating machines and punch cards such as those described by
Mr. Victor Johns in this Monthly, vol. 33 (1926), pp. 494-502.
It has been
designed to lessen as much as possible the labor of making a multiple correlation
study and to make it possible to use original observations without coding or
grouping. The method was described in general terms and then fully illustrated
by a problem.
6. In this paper Professor Brandt defines the process of coding or grouping
and quotes various authorities on the subject. Five rules and a caution are
given for the coding of continuous series. The statement is made that coding is
legitimate.
The results indicate that Sheppard’s correction should be applied
if we assume that the values of the various statistical constants secured from
the uncoded or raw data are the correct ones. However, if the more usual
statistical view that the set of data at hand is merely a random sample from
a population and that the values of the constants are approximations to the
real values is taken, the arithmetical changes due to coding are not large
compared to the errors of random sampling so that the use of Sheppard’s correction is not imperative.
7. One of the fundamental concepts of statistics is reviewed and two distinct
problems outlined.
These problems are commonly solved for most of the
statistical constants but usually are not for partial regression coefficients.
Since the standard deviation is necessary, a formula given by Dr. Truman L.
Kelley is rewritten in a form suitable for use with the tabular solution of the
normal equations given by Wallace and Snedecor. The problem is illustrated
by the calculation and interpretation of the standard deviations of the partial
regression coefficients of a statistical set of 512 observations on four independent
and one dependent variable.
From the formula and the illustration, it is
concluded that in large samples having moderate standard deviations for the
variables the partial regression coefficients of the sample will not differ significantly from those of the population but that in small samples or in samples
having great dispersion, each partial regression coefficient should be compared
with its standard deviation.
8. The evidence indicates that in his defense of Duff Armstrong in 1858,
Lincoln proved by an almanac that the moon was not shining at the time of the
fight. Certain evidence also indicates, and astronomical computations confirm,
that it was shining.
The explanation of the assistant counsel for the prosecution is that when
Lincoln sent for an almanac two were brought in, one for 1857 (correct), and
one for 1856, and that Lincoln accidentally used the wrong one. In this paper
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Professor Wylie suggests that a mistake or misprint in the almanac might have
been responsible.
Several mistakes have been found in almanacs for 1857.
Another suggestion, especially since the almanac was a year old, is that, in
most almanacs, a blurring of certain headings due to poor printing or long use,
would cause one to read the time of setting that night as rising, and hence to
read that the moon did not rise that evening till after midnight.
10. Professor Woods’s paper was published in the January,
this Monthly.

1929 issue of

11. The paper of Professor Rietz considers the so-called nonsense-correlations
of Yule with special reference to an analogy to certain functional relations
involving time as a variable.
12. This paper was a discussion of a series of five charts prepared by
Professor Overstreet, and used by him as a means of improving the grading of
:
students.
13. In his second paper Professor Overstreet attempted to account for the
fact that the average semester grade for his senior class was 68% higher than
the average grade of his freshman class.
.
14. This paper consisted of a list of illustrations used by Professor Overstreet
in a freshman geology-astronomy class.
15. In her paper Mrs. Maizlish developed a formula for the summation of
1/x in terms of gamma functions corresponding to the integral of 1/x in terms
of the logarithm.
16. In his first paper Profesor Snedecor described and analyzed the prognostic tests given the freshmen at Iowa State College. The estimate for each
individual is made by means of a nomographic chart instead of by direct
computation from the regression equation. The standard error of estimate was
found to be about 4% of a grade in a system using 75% to 100% as the passing
range of grades. Tabulations were presented showing the close agreement of
average estimated grades with attained grades, and the prognostic value in
different grade levels.
17. Attention was directed by Professor Snedecor to R. A. Fisher’s criticisms: (1) that the distribution of 7 does not tend toward normality, (2) that
the distribution of N(n?—r*) approaches the normal only with very large values
of N, and (3) that no account is taken of the number of arrays although the
mean value approached involves such number. The speaker’s criticisms were,
(1) that Blakeman’s criterion affords no information as to character of the
deviation from linearity in the sample, (2) that mere heterogeneity is adequately tested by the error of estimate, and (3) that the character of simple
regression is of little practical significance in multiple regression studies.
18. In his paper Professor Reilly suggested using the substitution
2=(ly+mx) in place of z=¢(y+mx) as is commonly done. This eliminates
the difficulty the beginning student experiences in seeing that ¢(y+mx) is a
function of x only when m is infinite.
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19. Mr. Davis showed that the general method used to obtain the Cissoid
of Diocles may be used to obtain many other familiar curves.
Interesting
cases are the cissoid of two straight lines, of a straight line and a conic through
the origin, and of two conics through the origin. The curves obtained in each
case are, respectively, hyperbolas through the origin, cubics with double points
at the origin, and quartics with triple points at the origin.
_ When the conics in this latter case intersect the infinite line in the same two
points, the quartics break down into conics.
J. F. REILiy, Secretary

ON

GENETIC

EQUILIBRIUM!

By TOBIAS DANTZIG and WILLIAM KEMP, University of Maryland
“1. Introduction. The question treated in this paper belongs to a constantly
increasing group of problems in biology susceptible to mathematical formulation and treatment. It is hoped that it will prove of genuine interest to both
mathematicians and biologists, to the former as an example of method, to the
latter because well recognized biological facts are derived from a priori assumptions.
Genetics as a branch of biology is of very recent origin. Historically its
inception dates back to the discoveries of Mendel, first published in 1865. In
point of fact, however, it must be remembered that Mendel’s contributions
remained quite unnoticed until 1900. In the intervening period a great deal
of experimental evidence accumulated confirming Mendel’s laws, which was
the more remarkable as the work was not undertaken with a view of verifying
these laws.
This paper deals with the first Mendelian law in its generalized form. Its
object is to establish criteria for the stability of a genetic equilibrium under random breeding conditions and to define and analyse the reproductive capacity of a
biological species capable of genetic equilibrium.
2. Definitions and assumptions. For the sake of simplicity we shall deal in
what follows with cells. The argument used can be readily extended to members
of a species if it be admitted that each individual of the species possesses on
the average the same number of cells.
We shall deal with two kinds of cells: the body-cell or zygote and the germcell or gamete. For an explanation of how the actual transformation from one
to the other takes place and for a description of the mechanism of heredity in
general, we refer the reader to any standard treatise on Genetics.”
Consider now any biological characteristic (C) such, for instance, as the
tallness of edible peas in the classical Mendel experiment. Let us cross two
1 Read before the Maryland -District of Columbia Section of the Mathematical Association
of America, May 5, 1928, at Annapolis, Md.
2 See, for instance, T. H. Morgan, The Theory of the Gene. Yale University Press, 1926.
t
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pure varieties of the species of which one possesses the characteristic and the
other does not. We say that (C) is a dominant characteristic if the hybrid variety possesses it, otherwise (C) is recessive. It is in this sense that we shall use
the term homozygous dominant and homozygous recessive for the cells of pure
strain and heterozygous for the hybrid cells. We shall speak of these three varieties of cells as genetic types.
The mathematical treatment presented in the following sections is based
on the assumptions:
A. The population consists of an
B. Random breeding: All crossings
genetic type.
C. Successive generations do not
is, when a given generation is brought
ceased to be reproductively active.
D. Mendel’s first law is valid.

equal number of male and female cells.
are equally probable, regardless of the
overlap in the reproductive sense; that
into play, all preceding generations have

3. Mathematical formulation of the problem. Let us assume that the original
population consisted of Go gamete cells of which Ao were dominant and By
recessive with respect to the characteristic studied.
Under random breeding conditions the first filial generation of zygotes will
be distributed as follows:
Homozygous Dominant
Heterozygous

Ao X Ap = AP?
AoBo + BoAo = 2A 0Bo

Homozygous Recessive

Bo X Bo = Be.

The total zygote population is therefore Z;=A?+2A .B)+B? =G?.
Not all
of these cells will reach the stage of reproductive activity, so that the gamete
population will be less than Z;. Now in the classical theory it is assumed that
the survival rates of the three genetic types are equal. We shall assume them
to be generally distinct and denote them by 4, v, and w respectively.
The gamete population of the first filial generation will therefore consist of
A,=uA¢é+vAoBy dominants and B,=vA,pBo+wB? recessives, and the total
number of gamete cells will be G;,=uA? +2vA oByo+wB?.
The argument used for the first filial generation is perfectly general and leads
to the recurrence formulae
(1)

Ant = uA? + vA,B, }

Buy = vA,B, + wB;

Gnyi = UA? + 20A,Ba + WBng;

Znyi = Gi? = (An + B,)?.

and
(2)

4. The dominance ratio. We are interested here not in absolute numbers but
in ratios. We therefore introduce the dominance ratio which is the ratio of
dominant to recessive gametes. From (1) and the equation r,=A,/B, we derive the relation
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(3)

fap. ™ 1n(QPn + 1)/(rn + B),

[May,

where for simplicity we have set
u/v=a;w/v=B.
As a and 8 remain constant throughout the hereditary process we can regard formula (3) as the equation of an iteration in one variable. The successive
application of this iteration gives the sequence
(D)

To, 1, 2, oil aaow » Tny Troy) Rag eae

which may or may not converge to a finite limiting point.
Before examining closer the conditions for the convergence
(D) we shall define what we mean by genetic equilibrium.

of sequence

A species is said to be in genetic equilibrium with respect to a certain biological characteristic if the dominance ratio does not change from generation
to generation. If equilibrium is at all possible this critical ratio is obtained by
setting in (3) 7n=?fn41. Denoting the critical ratio by r we obtain
(4)

r=

(1 — B)/(1 — a) = (v — w)/(v — 4).

As the critical ratio is essentially positive we see that equilibrium is a priori
impossible unless the survival rates of the homozygous are both less than that
of the heterozygous or both greater. This excludes the cases u>v>w
and
u<v<w and leaves for consideration the three remaining cases: (J) u<v>w;
(II) u>v<w; (III) w=v=w.
The third case is that of neutral equilibrium because equilibrium takes place
for any initial value of the dominance ratio. Equation (4) becomes indeterminate and there exists an infinite number of critical values.
In cases I and II the critical value is unique. Should the initial value be
equal to the critical, equilibrium takes place; for no other value of r is absolute
equilibrium possible.
5. Criteria of stability. To investigate the condition of convergence of sequence (D) we regard the iteration (3) as a continuous function:
y = x(ax + 1)/(x + B).
The representative curve is a branch of a hyperbola with concavity downward when a<1 and <1 (Case I) and concavity upward when a>1, B>1
(Case II). The two cases are shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively.
It is obvious that the intersection of the curve with the line y =x takes place
for the critical value x=r.
If D, is any of the points x=r,, the subsequent
positions in the sequence (D) are obtained as follows. Draw the ordinate at
D, meeting the curve at R, and the line at S,; then carry the segment S,R,
to the right of D, if S, is below R,, and to the left if it is above. It is then
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readily seen that since D,Djyi=S,R,, we must have ODjy1:=Pny1.
In this
manner we construct graphically the sequence (D) from any initial position D.

of
3

Ay

aN
SAY

» Ds

D

Di Di DY

DS

Fic. 1. Variation of the dominance ratio in a genetically stable population.
Case I.
So is below
ments S,R,
converging

If the initial dominance ratio is less than the critical ro <7, the point
Ro and consequently D, is to the right of Do. Furthermore the segdecrease monotonically. The sequence (D) increases monotonically
towards D as a limiting point.

On the other hand if 7)>7, a similar analysis shows that the sequence (D)
decreases monotonically, still converging towards D. Therefore in either case:
When the survival rates of the heterozygous exceed those of the homozygous—
the dominance ratio (regardless of its initial value) approaches the critical and the
species tends towards a state of equilibrium.
Moreover, the equilibrium is stable. Indeed, should any unforseen factor
disturb the equilibrium by making the dominance ratio deviate to either side
of r, the process of natural selection will tend to restore the equilibrium of the
species.
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Case II. If ro<r the sequence (D) will approach zero as a limit. If ro>r
the sequence diverges. Therefore when the survival rate of the hybrids is below
those of the homozygous natural selection will result in an increasing divergence
from the state of equilibrium.

aia

TAA

f

;

7

Fic. 2.

4

D, Dy D, Dy

Pi

De Di D; Di

Variation of the dominance ratio in a genetically unstable population.

Equilibrium is still possible if r>=r. But should the slightest disturbance
take place, the genetic process will further unbalance the distribution.
The equilibrium is unstable, the tendency of natural selection being a gradual
elimination either of the dominant or of the recessive types.
6. The reproductive capacity. This for any generation is measured by the
ratio of the gamete to.the zygote population: P,=G,/Z,. With the aid of formulae
(2) this can be written:
Pri = (uA? + 20A,B, + wB?)/(An + Bn)?.
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Dividing through by B,? and remembering that A,/B,=r,, we have finally:
Pryi=(ur?

+ 2or, + w)/(ra + 1)?.

We shall investigate the variation of this ratio in the case of stable evolution
when u<v>w. With this in view we set P 4: =2, 7, =x and study the continuous
function
(5)

z=

(ux? + 20x + w)/(x + 1)?.

The graph of this function is shown in Figure 3.

We find the sets of values

liga
seus

2 w

0
Fic. 3.

D

zs?

s

Relation of reproductive capacity to dominance ratio in a genetically stable population.

x=0,2=wandx=%,z=u.
we find

By differentiating (5) and taking account of (4)

dz a 2[(v— w) — (v— u)x] _ 20 — u)(r — x)
dx

(x + 1)3

(e+

1)3

The function is on the increase when x)<r. It therefore attains a maximum for
the critical value x=7. Denoting by P this maximum value of x we have
ur? +2ur+w
(r + 1)?

i u(v — w)? + 20(v — w)(v — u) + wv — 4)?
2

(20 — u — w)?

which upon simplification becomes
P = (v? — uw)/(20 — u — w)
It remains to verify that this value is actually greater than any other.
(v — u)?
p=

(20—u—

aang

mm — r\?
w)\r,
+1

abe

We find
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and this difference remains positive as long as 20>u-+w;
obviously satisfied in the case of genetic stability. Thus

[May,
this inequality is

A genetically stable species attains its maximum reproductive capacity at equilibrium.
The tendency of natural selection in a genetically stable species is towards a steady
improvement of the reproductive capacity.
In the case of genetic instability it is proved in a similar way that the reproductive capacity is minimum at equilibrium.
7. Summary. If u, v, and w are the survival rates of the three genetic types,
the species is genetically stable if «<v>w; unstable if u>v<w; neutral if
u=v=w. When genetically stable the species will tend towards a final distribution of the dominant and recessive in the ratio, y—w to v—u. When genetically
unstable the tendency will be to annihilate one of the two types.
Natural selection has for effect a persistent increase of the reproductive
capacity if the species is genetically stable, and a persistent decrease when it
is unstable.
The reproductive capacity reaches an extremum at equilibrium: a maximum if the equilibrium is stable, a minimum if unstable.
8. Conclusion. This double tendency of natural selection towards genetic
equilibrium on the one hand and towards maximum reproduction on the other
is of considerable biological importance. The breeder in his effort to improve
a plant or animal species will use artificial selection, i.e., he will endeavor to
adjust the dominance ratio with a view of accentuating certain favorable
characteristics and lessening the effect of others detrimental to his purpose.
In so doing, however, he by necessity disturbs the equilibrium and consequently impairs the reproductive capacity. Thus arises the unavoidable conflict
between production on the one hand and reproduction on the other. The existence of such a conflict is a well recognized fact but it is significant that it can
be regarded as an a priori consequence of the first Mendelian law.
It is true that the results here obtained are based on simplified and therefore
restrictive assumptions. In practice things are complicated by mutation and
linkage. The effect of these latter phenomena on equilibrium and reproduction
will be dealt with in a later paper.
9. Bibliography. R. B. Robbins: Some applications of mathematics to breeding problems, Genetics, 1918; R. A. Fisher: On the dominance ratio, Proceedings
of the Royal Society, Edinburgh, 1922; J. B.S. Haldane: A mathematical theory
of natural and artificial selection, Proceedings of the Philosophical Society,
Cambridge, 1927.
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A MONOTONE

By E. HILLE, Princeton University, and J. D.TAMARKIN, Brown University
In this note we are concerned with a well known example of a continuous
monotone function.
We have collected together a few properties of this
function which is very well fitted for illustration of many important points of
the theory of functions of a real variable. Some of these properties have been
mentioned several times in the literature, some others, however, simple as they
are, appear not to have been stated explicitly.
To simplify our formulas we shall consistently use the binary and ternary
scales of notation.
Thus 3.101 will mean 1/3+1/27=10/27, while ».101
=1/2+1/8=5/8.
To define our function! we first construct a perfect set of points nowhere
dense on the interval (0, 1): Subdivide (0, 1) into three equal parts and remove
the interior of the middle part (1-st stage of the process) ;subdivide each of the
remaining two parts into three equal parts and remove the interiors of the
middle parts of each of them (2-nd stage) and repeat this process indefinitely
(the p-th repetition will be called the p-th stage of the process).
It is seen at once that the number of intervals removed at the p-th stage is
2>-!. We denote them (ordered from left to right) by
(1)

S59 (2 = 1,2, ---

, 2).

If we denote the length of the interval 6,; by the same letter, then
(2)

5

pt\= 3-?,

With this notation we have
be

lah, iD..

ta * 6,

ce.

ew,

8,

eo

The total number of the intervals 6, removed during the # first stages will
be 1+2+ --- +2?-'=2?-1.
Let E be the set of points of (0, 1) which will not be removed. Then the
complementary set D = C(E) coincides with >-6,, (where only the interior point
of the intervals 5,, are taken into account). The set E consists of all the endpoints of the intervals 6,, and of their limiting points. It is readily seen that E
is identical with the set of points which are represented by infinite fractions

(3)

3-@10203°°* n°’,

where only the digits 0 and 2 are admitted.
Furthermore, the end-points of
5px are represented by the fractions (3) where all the digits after a certain place
are all zeros or all two’s, while the limiting points of the end-points will have
infinitely many zeros and two’s, except for the two extreme points
1 Hobson, The theory of functions of a real variable, vol. 1, 3rd edition, 1927, pp. 123, 368.
This is referred to as H in the sequel.
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1=3.222::-.

For instance the end-points of the interval 53, are
3.221 = 3.220222---

and

3.222 = 3.222000::-.

Simultaneously with the intervals 6,; we shall consider the intervals
(4)

np (k = 1,2,--, 2°)

which remain at the p-th stage. We assume the 7; to be closed (while the 6,,
are open). The set £ is always covered (in the large sense) by the intervals
Npk- All npx (for fixed p) are of the same length 3-? and the sum of their lengths
is (2/3)?. Since this -0 as p—, the set E is of measure 0 (and even of Jordan
content 0).!
Since all the numbers of the type (3) can be approximated as closely as we
please by numbers of the same type, the set E contains all its limiting points,
and also, each point of £ is a limiting point, which shows that E is perfect.
On the other hand each subinterval of (0, 1), no matter how small, contains
parts which are free from points of E, whence E is nowhere dense on (0, 1).
We proceed now to the definition of our function w(x). We agree once for
ajl to use the letter a to indicate the digits 0 or 2 and to designate by 6 the
n umber a/2, so that b assumes only the values 0 and 1. If x= 3.a;a903 - - + ay js a point of the set EZ, we define
(S)

w(x) = 2:bibebs +++ bn:

According to this definition w(x) has equal values
6
(6)

Wpk = W(3.1d2 pi

the Gm0222 oes ) = 2. 01d se b,0111 incen

= 9.bib2- + - by,1000 - - - = w(s.a1a2 ++ + dm2000-- +) = (2k — 1)/2”

at the end-points of each interval 6,, and we take this value as the value of
w(x) at all the points of the corresponding 6,x, with the result that the intervals
6, are intervals of constancy of w(x). Now the function w(x) is defined at all
the points of (0, 1) and we may proceed to the enumeration of the properties
of w(x).
i. w(x) is monotone (non-decreasing) on (0, 1) andi deal from 0 tolasx
increases from 0 to 1. The intervals 6p, are intervals of constancy of w(x).
Proof: In proving the inequality
w(x’)= w(x’)

if

a” > x’,

we may restrict ourself to the points of E, since w(x) is constant on each 5px.
Let
wee3.0, woe
Z aes
@e.0;Gg’ -°*, tt
a
1H. p. 171. It follows then that meas. D=1, which can be proved also by an immediate
computation: meas. D = 5p, =1/34+2/9+ +++ +2771/37?+ +++ =1/3-1/(1—2/3)
=1.
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If x’’>x’, there will be a value of the subscript
i
af Ul meaf’,--:,

vt
e182

,
as
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for which
a’ M7 >a,,

bet

whence
w(x’) = 9.b{' bz’

---

2 2.bfbz ---

= w(x’).

ii. w(x) ts continuous on (0, 1).
Proof: We have to prove that
w(x’) w(x)

as

x > 2x;

and again we may consider only the case where x is a point of E and x’ assumes
only the values belonging to E. It will suffice to give the proof only in the case
where x’ >x.
Let
X = 3.0;02°'°:,

x’ = 3.a{a3---.

If now x’>x but x’—x, then there will be a value of the subscript » (where
n—c as x’—>x) such that
=_
/ a.
Gy. = Ga, * °° 5 GQyet * Ques

but

an

/

e
> Bn )

whence
w(x’) = o.bibe- + * bpbe

+ + 2 2.dibe + + + Dp_ibn + + - = w(x).

iii. The function w(x) is not absolutely continuous. Its \-variation' on (0, 1)
is constant and equals 1.
Proof: To prove the last part of the statement it suffices to put (ax, Bx) = npeThe
corresponding
sum
)> lw(Bx) —w(a,) |=); {w(Bx) —w(a,)}=1,
while
> (8x —ax) =)-npsx can be made as small as we please by taking p sufficiently
large. The first part follows from the last one and the definition of the absolute
continuity?
iv. The function (x) =(x+w(x))/2 gives a continuous one-to-one correspondence between the segments (0, 1) on the X-axis and on the Y-axis, such that a
set E of measure zero is transformed into a set of measure >0( =$).°
1 Carathéodory, Vorlesungen tiber reelle Funktionen, 2nd edition, 1927, p. 511.
\-variation of a function f(x) on (0, 1) is meant the upper limit of the sum

By the

> |£06) — flan) |
kewl
of absolute values of increments of f(x) over any finite set of non-overlapping sub-intervals
(ax, Bx), R=1, 2,- +--+, m, whose total length
(6s — az) SX.
a
2H. p. 291.
® See Carathéodory, loc. cit., p. 356.
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Proof: Only the last statement of this property needs a justification. The
transformation y =y(x) makes to correspond to each interval 6,, on the X-axis
an interval of length 5,,/2 on the Y-axis, hence the set D of measure 1 is transformed into a set D, of measure 3. Then it is obvious that the set E=C(D)
(of measure 0) is transformed into a set E,=C(D,) of measure 3.
Remark: Since every set of measure >0 contains non-measurable subsets!
the same function ¥(x) gives an example of a continuous one-to-one transformation in which a measurable set (even a set of measure zero) is transformed into
a non-measurable set.
v. The derivative w'(x) of the function w(x) is zero almost everywhere on (0, 1)
(that is at all the points except for a set of points of measure zero).
Proof: This is obvious since w’(x) =0 at all the points of the set D, that is
almost everywhere.”
Remark: Despite the fact that w(x) has an integrable derivative almost
everywhere, still
f w'(x)dx = 0 ¥ w(x) — w(0) = w(x).
0
vi. The area under the curve y=w(x) (that is the area limited by the curve, the
the X-axis and the ordinates x =0, x =1) is }.
Proof: Since the set £ is of measure zero the area in question is

A=

[omar = J ocoas + J ocoas

i)
op-1
= )03-? Do(2k —
p=1
k=1
=2

2)?

1)2-? =

= 8-1/1

- f ocnas = Dip Kptd pk
gE
i)
qp-1
-)
D6-” (2k — 1) = )06-722”-2
p=1
k=1
p=1

— %) =}.

This also follows from the skew symmetry of our curve with respect to
the line x=}.
vii. The length of the arc of the curve y=w(x) between the points (0, 0) and
(1, 1) ¢s 2.
Proof: Since w(x) is monotone, hence of bounded variation, our curve has a
finite length*® which is defined in the usual manner, as the limit of the perimeter
1 Carathéodory, loc. cit., p. 268.
2 It is readily proved by considerations of a general nature (H., pp. 601-602) that the set of
points at which w’(x) is + ©, is not denumerable. It is not difficult to exhibit a continuum of such
points (which necessarily are distinct from the end-points of the intervals 5%, where the left
(right-)-hand derivative is + © while the right (left-)-hand derivative is 0, according as the point
in question is a left-hand or a right-hand end-point of 5,4). But the question of a complete determination of all the points of E at which w’(x) =-++- © requires more delicate considerations and
undoubtedly is related to the arithmetic properties of fractions representing such points.
*H., pp. 338-339.
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of an inscribed polygon. To prove property vii we shall show that the perimeter of any inscribed polygon (which does not cross itself) can not exceed 2,
and, on the other hand, there exists an inscribed polygon whose perimeter is as
near to 2 as we please. The first statement follows immediately from the fact
that the perimeter of any inscribed polygon without double points can not
exceed the sum of all the horizontal and vertical projections of its sides, which
equals 2, provided the polygon starts from (0, 0) and ends at (1, 1). To prove
the second statement take for the inscribed polygon the broken line whose
vertices are at (0, 0), (1, 1) and at the end-points of the intervals 6,; (m fixed,
p=1,2,--:,m; k=1,2,---, 22). The sum of the horizontal sides of this
polygon is
Zp.k Spe = Dy2?-1-3-” = 1 — (9)"
p=1
while all the inclined sides are equal, their common

length being

(2-2n +4 3-2n) 1/2 - 2-"[1 + (3)2" 1/2
and the total number 2” (the number of intervals n.x).
of our polygon is

1 — (3)"+ [1 + (3)*]!2-2

as

Hence the length J,
:

n>,

Remark: It is interesting to observe that the length of our curve can not be
computed by the familiar formula
1
f [1 + w'(x)?]"dx = 1 ¥ 2.
0
The failure of this formula is due to the fact that w(x) is not absolutely
continuous.
viii. The function w(x) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order a=log 2/log 3.
In other words, if x and x++ are in (0, 1),
|w(x +h)

—w(x)|

SAlh|*;

|<SmaxA

S52;

a = log 2/log3.

Proof: If we set npx=(x, x+h), then w(x+h)—w(x)=2-? while h=3-?,
and we see at once that the order a and the upper limit of the coefficient A
can not be less than log 2/log 3 and 1, respectively. Let now x and x+h be
any pair of numbers in (0, 1); there will be no loss of generality in assuming
h>0. We also may restrict the discussion to the case where both points x,
x+h belong to the set £, since, if x or x+h is an interior point of an interval
5px, we can replace x by the right-hand end-point and x+/ by the left-hand
end-point of the corresponding 6,:, respectively. This will not change the
difference w(x+h) —w(x) but will reduce h; hence, if property viii is proved in
the case where x and x+h belong to £, it will hold true in the general case.
Let now
X% _= 3.0:02°°* Ams **

;°

ates
f of -*:Qn-:-,
,
X+h=3.0id2
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and let » be determined by the condition
ai = 4,°°*

, Qn-1 = Gn-1,

Gn >a,

whence

a, =2,

a, = 0.

We then have
w(x + h) — w(x) =2.dibe- + + dnd

+ ++ — 9. dibe- + + bp-10-- + S 27",

while
hh = 3.0,d9 °° + An—y2 +++

— 3.01)02°°* An_)0---

IV oo

and
[w(a + h) — w(x) ]h-* S 2-"+1.30" = 2

if

a = log 2/log 3.

Remark: The set of points x at which w(x+h)—w(x) >h* for h sufficiently small is obviously’a subset of £, hence it is of measure zero. This ought to
be expected since otherwise the derivative w’(«) would be + © at aset of points
of measure! >0.
The function w(x) so far has been defined on the interval (0, 1). It can be
extended outside this interval by setting
(x)

aoa

IIA 0,

TS ae IV 1.

an

This will be assumed throughout the remainder of the present note.
The
difference w(x+h) —w(x) =¢,(x) is of course 20, and, as a function of x, is of
bounded variation, since it equals a difference of two monotone functions.’
Let T(h) be the total variation of the function ¢,(x) and let
Q(z) =max7(h)

for

0ShASz.

It is plain that Q(z) does not increase when z decreases and the natural
question arises as to what is lim,., Q(z) =?
If (x) were absolutely continuous, then, since w’(x) =0 almost everywhere, we would have’
T(h) = , | ox(x) |dx = f |w’(x + h) — w(x) |de = 0,
so that
Q(z) = Qo = 0.
1H., p.
2 H,, p.
3H., p.
fundamental

400.
329.
605. In the general case, where w(x) is any absolutely continuous function, by a
property of Lebesgue integrals (H., p. 636),
T(h) -{ lw2+h)—w'(z)|de+0

which would yield the same result, 2% =0.

as

0

=
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The situation is entirely different, however, in our case (due to the nonabsolute continuity of w’(x)), which is shown by the property’
ix. The function Q(z) as defined above is constant and equals 2.
Proof: From the definition of the total variation of a function? it follows
that T(h), being a total variation of a difference w(x+h) —w(x), can not exceed
the sum of the total variations of the constituents w(x+h), w(x). Since w(x)
and w(x+h) are monotone and increase from 0 to 1, they have the same total
variation 1, whence
T(h) = 2
Take now 4=3-".
n
(—02,0e)=i+

DY
p=1

Since
ge—1
Ydxt
k=1

gn
Dimitsi;
tas]

b6=(—

~,0);

8 = (1,2),

we have, by the additive property of the total variation, *
T(h) = T(50) +2

p47 (Spx) +

iT (ni) + T(r),

where each term of the right-hand member is the total variation of-¢ ,(x) over
the corresponding interval. It is important to observe that our / equals the
common length of the intervals 7,; and does not exceed the length of any of the
intervals 6,.(p=1, 2,---m).
Hence, when x ranges over an interval mai,
(x+h) ranges over a part of the interval 6,, that is adjacent to 7,;. Under these
circumstances, w(x+h) remains constant while w(x) increases by 2~". Hence
T(nni) es 7 Shag
To compute 7 (yx), let x; <x: be the end-points of 6,,. Subdivide 6, in
two parts! 6’=(x,, x.—h), 6’’=(xe—h,x2) and denote by 7’, 7’’ the total
variations of $,(x) in the intervals 6’, 6’’ respectively. When x ranges over 65’
the functions w(x) and w(x+h) remain constant, so that T7’=0. When x ranges
over 6’’, (x +h) ranges over the interval 7,; that is adjacent to 6’’. Then
w(x) remains constant but w(x+h) increases by 2~", whence 7’’=2-" and
T(6 px) =z i % + dig = ya n.
As to the terms 7(6,) and 7(6,), we find in exactly the same fashion that

1 In the notation of the theory of Stieltjes integrals we can state this property as follows:
Q(z) = max oshss| |d(x + h) — dw(x)| = 2.
In a recent important note [Eine Kennzeichnung der totalstetigen Funktionen, Crelle’s Journal,
vol. 160 (1929), pp. 26-32]. A. Plessner proved that the condition T(h)—O as h-O is necessary
and sufficient for the absolute continuity of the function w(x).
*H., p..325.
*H., p. 360;
‘ The first part 5’ exists only if 5p. >A, that is if p<n.
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On combining all these facts and observing that the number of the intervals
nni is 2" while that of the intervals 6,; is 2*—1, it follows at once that
T(h) = 2-1 +2"+2"—1)

=2

whence
Q(z) = Qo = 2.
The last and perhaps the most interesting property of our function w(x)
is in connection with its “Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients.” If f(x) is any function
given on (0, 1) we may call its Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients the integrals!
(7)

fn =f ermray(a
0

If f(x) is absolutely continuous,
Fourier coefficients of f’(x):

then

(n=0,+1,

integrals

1
fe =f ermap
0

(7) reduce

to

* 2,><*).
the classical

sas;

and, by the fundamental Riemann-Lebesgue theorem,’ f,’—>0 as \n | +0,
In a more general case where f(x) is only of bounded variation, we still
have right to integrate by parts:
(3)

fe =f etrimay(a) =

[9(1) — O)] — Dein fFerinep(ada,

so that
(9)

he

_

Ya) -s/O]

fe

2rin

2rin

is the Fourier coefficient of f(x).
There is an essential difference between the two cases just mentioned, which
is shown by the property
x. *The Fourier-Stieltjes coefficient wn of the function w(x) does not tend to 0
as |n|—0.
1 We refer as to the definition and fundamental properties of Stieltjes integrals to H. Here
we deal exclusively with the Riemann-Stieltjes integrals. A Riemann-Stieltjes integral of a function g(x) with respect to the function f(x) is defined as the limit (in case it exists) of the sum:
1
m
J ets aycs) = im Fete (flee) = fe); t= 0, tm = 1,
where (xs-1, x4), 7=1, 2, °° +, m is any subdivision of the interval (0, 1) such that the maximum
length of the intervals (x;1, x;)~0 as m— ~ and &; is an arbitrary point of the interval (x;-4, xs),
the end-points inclusive. The existence of this limit is assured if g(x) is continuous and f(x) is of
bounded variation.
2 H., vol. 2 (2nd edition), 1926, p. 514.
3 This is a special case of an example of Carleman, Sur les équations intégrales singuliéres a
noyau réel et symétrique, Uppsala Universitets Arsskrift, 1923, No. 3, pp. 223-226.
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m
Doerr inks [co(x,) _ w(x_1) | = lim > 7
ae
its

In computing this limit we can take any special type of subdivisions of (0, 1);
for instance, we may subdivide (0, 1) into 2?=m equal parts. Then the set
{(x1, xs) } will consist partly of the intervals 7,, and partly of the intervals
5;.(7=1, 2,--+, p) and their subdivisions. Since w(x) is constant on each 6:
this second part will give no contribution to the sum >>. As to the points &,
we shall make them to coincide with the left-hand end-points of the corresponding intervals nx.
They will be designated (in increasing order) by az,
k=1,2,--->,
2.
Since w(x) increases by 2~? when x ranges over an interval px,
oP
Lm = Ler = 27? Dietrinar.
k=l
It is readily seen that the set of points {a,} consists of all the finite fractions
of the form
3-@102°**

dp

(a; =0

or

2).

The summation over all such values of a; will be designated simply by a).
)
Hence
Pp
Pp
Dy = 2-? D exp. |2xin Yas-| ar ee P Tl exp. [2xina;3-*]
(a)
i=1
(a)
j=1
Pp
Pp
Pp
= 2-” JJ {1 +exp. (4rin3-‘)} = exp. (D2nin3~) [J cos (24n3-*).
j=1
j=1
j=1
This yields the final result
oo
wn = lim Lr = et" [] cos (24n3-')
since
2 >>3-i= 1.
j=1
In the preceding computation m was an arbitrary number (not necessarily an
integer). Now we set m= 3? where q is a positive integer. Then
Wn = W3e’= —

JT] cos (243-4) = —
j=l

J] cos (2x/3’).
y=l

The infinite product of the left-hand member converges absolutely and contains
no zero factor;! therefore it is different from 0. On the other hand it does not
1 A necessary and sufficient condition for the absolute convergence of the infinite product
II,(1+4,) is given by the absolute convergence of the series Z»uv. This condition is satisfied in
the present case since |u,| = |1—cos (2%/3”)| =2sin 2(4/3”) <2223-”,
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depend on g. If now we make q—
coefficient w3,’ of w(x) will not tend to 0.
Remark: The function

the corresponding

[May,
Fourier-Stieltjes

x(x) = w(x) — x
gives an example of a periodic continuous function (of bounded variation) such
that, if x, is the Fourier coefficient of x(x), the product nx, does not tend to
any limit as |n|—2.
This follows immediately from (9) and property x.
The interest of this example lies in the fact that if f(x) is continuous and
periodic and if nf, tends to a limit as |x|->% then this limit! is necessarily 0.

AN

ALGEBRAIC
By ORRIN

METHOD

OF

DIFFERENTIATION

FRINK, JR., Pennsylvania State College

It is the purpose of this paper to present a method of obtaining the formulas
of the differential calculus by purely algebraic means, without the use of
limiting processes. The method is rather obvious, and is essentially equivalent
to those used by the mathematicians of the eighteenth century, before the
logical rigor which we associate with the name of Weierstrass came into favor.’
The method here presented is rigorous, however, being based on the theory of
analytic functions of a hypercomplex variable.
Consider the hypercomplex number system (or linear algebra), analogous to
the ordinary complex number system, whose basal units are 1 and j, where
j?=0. Because of its many geometric applications, the function theory of this
algebra has been much studied. It has been shown by Scheffers* that the most
general analytic function of one variable in this algebra has the form
(1)

f(x + yj) = o(x) + [6’(x) 9+ Wo) |V,

where (x) and W(x) are real functions of a real variable. (The terms real and
imaginary will be used to distinguish x and yj, to keep the analogy with the
theory of functions of a complex variable. It would be possible to allow x and y
to be complex, and in this case the terms scalar and nilpotent would be less
confusing.) If nowf is a function which is real for real values of the argument,
we have, setting y=0, that ¥(x) =0 and ¢(x) =f(x), which gives us
1 Neder, Uber die Fourierkoeffizienten der Funktionen von beschrinkten Schwankung, Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 6. (1920), pp. 270-273; Steinhaus, Bemerkung zu der Arbeit des Herrn
Neder ...., ibidem, vol. 8 (1920), pp. 320-322; Alexits, Zwei Sdtze iiber Fourierkoeffizienten,
ibidem, vol. 27 (1927), pp. 65-67. Another example of a continuous periodic function f(x) for which
lim (nf,) does not exist was given by F. Riesz, ibidem vol. 2 (1918), pp. 312-315. Riesz’s example,
however, is of entirely different nature.
2 See the interesting paper of Professor James Pierpont, Mathematical Rigor, Past and Present
in the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 34 (1928), p. 23.
3’ Mathematische Annalen vol. 60 (1905), p. 529.
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f(x + yj) = f(x) + f'(x)y/.

It may easily be verified that this formula holds for the general f; in fact,
it may be considered to be a Taylor’s series expansion of f, all higher powers
of j being automatically zero.
If f is real for real values of the argument,
however, this formula effects a separation off into real and imaginary parts.
If we put y=1 in (2) we get
(3)

f(x + 9) = f(x) + f'(a)j.

This suggests the method of differentiation which we shall use: To find the
derivative of a function f(x), replace x by x+/j, that is, give x the increment /.
Then separate f(x+/) into real and imaginary parts, and the coefficient of 7
in the imaginary part will be the derivative, f’(x). The following examples
will serve to illustrate the method:
I.

f(x)

Mh «
ae

(x+7j)* = x® + nx™'7j;
hence

f'(x) = nx" BS.

The formulas for the derivative of the sum of two functions and of a constant
times a function can be derived in the same simple way.
Il. f(x) =1/x. We wish to separate 1/(x+) into
Using the method of undetermined coefficients, we
wish to find b. Of course we know in advance that
1/x. Multiplying both sides by x+j and making use
have
1 = ax+ aj + baj.

real and imaginary parts.
let 1/(x+j)=a+bj.
We
a will come out equal to
of the fact that 7?=0, we

Equating real and imaginary parts we get
a=

1/x,

a+ bx =0,

III. f(x) = V/x.

Let

b=

V(x+j)=a+0j.

a=V/x, b=1/(2a) =1/(2y/x) =f'(x).
IV. f(x) =u(x)v(x). Let u(x+j)v(x+j)

—a/x

=

— 1/x? = f(x).

Squaring,
=a+bj.

x+j=a?+2abj.

From (3)

[mu(a) + u’(x)j] [v(x) + 0’(x)j] = a + Oj.
u(x)o(x) + u’(x)o(x)j + u(x)o'(x)j = a +
= u'(x)v(x) + u(xo’(x)
V. f(x) =u(x)/v(x).

Let u(x+7)/o(x+j)

= f’(x).

=a+bj.

From (3),

[w(a) + u’(x)j]/[v(x) + o'(x)j] = a + Bj.
Clearing of fractions,
u(x) + u’(x)j = av(x) + av’(x)j + bv(x)7.

Hence
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Equating coefficents,
u(x)
a =—)»,
x
v(x)

u(x) = av'(x) + bo(x)

and

"ws u’(x) = av’ (x) [wa) va Se a(a)|/
a2)
v(x)
v(x)
_ u(x)o(a) — u(x)o'(x)

iota.

v(x)?
VI. f(x) =g[h(x)].
From (2), we have

Let g[a(x+j)]=a+bj.

Then
a+

glh(x)] + g’ (h(x) ]h(x)j

g[h(x)+h’(x)j]=a+)j.
bj.

Hence
b = g'[h(x)]h'(x) = f'(x).
VII. The formula for the derivative of an inverse function can likewise be
derived. Let y=f(x). We wish to prove that dx/dy =1/f'(x).
From (3)
f(% + i) = f(x) + f'(x)j.
Hence
x+

j= f[f(x) + f(x)j).

From (2), we have
xpi=x+
Hence
t
a+j=

d
[=o
dy

s+ dy
—.p(0jJ»

[res

dy
=

f'(x)
=.

The derivatives of the elementary transcendental functions can be found
by using the functional equations (addition theorems) which they satisfy.
For example, e* (and also a*) satisfy the equation f(x+y) =f(x)f(y). Making
use of the principle of the permanence of functional equations, which can be
proved here as in the case of the ordinary complex variable, we substitute j
for y. We have then
S(% + 9) = f(x) fG) = f(x) + f'(x)j.
Dividing by f(x),
f(j) =

1+ 79f(x)/f(x).

But since the other terms are constants, f’(x)/f(x) must be a constant. The
derivative of a* must then be a constant times a?, and we can define e to be
that value of a for which this constant is unity. In particular if (d/dx) (a?) =ka*,
we see that e must equal a'/*. The formulas for the derivative of the logarithm
t
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and of the other inverse transcendental functions can be found by using the
formula in VII for inverse functions.
A similar method can be used to find second and higher derivatives directly.
For second derivatives we use the algebra whose basal units are (1, 7, 7*), where
j®=0. For an analytic function of this kind of hypercomplex variable we find
the formula: f(x+ 7) =f(x) +f’(x)j+3f’’(x)7?, which again may be considered a
Taylor’s series expansion of f(x+j).
Using generally the method of undetermined coefficients, we can find the first and second derivatives of a given
function simultaneously.
Although this method may perhaps be of some interest in itself, its main
point is the avoidance of limiting processes. The fundamental distinction between algebra and analysis is supposed to be that in algebra we make no use of
order relations between the elements, such as are involved in the inequalities
used in defining limit. From this point of view it is interesting to note that
some of the results of analysis may be obtained algebraically, that is, without
making use of order relations. In this connection it must be observed that in
the above treatment the function theory of hypercomplex variables need not be
considered as having been presupposed. We may define derivative to be the
function obtained by the process laid down. The function-theoretic basis can
then be considered as merely giving the proof that the derivative so obtained
will coincide with the derivative as ordinarily defined.

DOUBLY

HOMOGENEOUS
By JOSEPH

FUNCTIONAL

D. GRANT,

University

EQUATIONS

of Illinois

Functional equations in one unknown function which have arguments
linear and homogeneous in a set of variables and which are homogeneous in
the unknown function may be referred to briefly as doubly homogeneous. The
purpose of this paper is to consider the class of these equations having constant
coefficients. As an example of a second degree equation of this class we have
the following, a solution of which is known to be sin x:
F(a + y)F(x — y) + F(y + 2)F(y — 2) + F(2 + w)F(e — x) = 0.We shall consider only those solutions which are functions of one variable
and which are analytic at zero except for a possible pole.
It will be convenient to prove the theorems to be stated here for a general
second degree equation in two variables and to note that the methods apply
without modification to equations of this form of any degree and in any number
of variables. The general second degree equation in two variables and with
constant coefficients is
Dk
i=1

(aix + biy)F(cix + diy) = 0
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and the solution when arranged in ascending powers of ¢ is to be of the form
F(t) = Apt®

+ Ansel 4---,

where A, #0, A,43#0, v and 6 are integers, and 6>0.
The substitution of this solution results in an identity in the two variables
x, y and from the theory of such identities it is known that all of the terms of a
given degree taken together must vanish identically. Thus the first terms to be
considered give rise to A,’61(x, y) =0 where ¢;(x, y) is of the form of a polynomial and is identically zero since A,#0. This calculation is seen to be independent of the subsequent terms of the series so that we have the following
theorem.
Theorem I. A necessary and sufficient condition that an equation of the
class considered here have a solution is that it have a monomial solution.
The terms of next higher degree give rise to A,A,+s62(x, y) =0 where ¢2(x, y)
is of the form of a polynomial and is identically zero since A,#0 and A,4340.
The existence of a 6 such that ¢2(x, y) is identically zero is a necessary condition
for an equation to have other than monomial solutions.
In general, continuing this process, a number of the first coefficients are
left arbitrary and the subsequent ones are defined in terms of them.
Such
important equations as F(x) = F(—«x) and F(x) = — F(—x) constitute an exception to this and do not serve to define particular functions as the general solution
in each case would involve an infinite number of arbitrary elements.
Two points may be noted in this connection, first that every equation of
this class having other than monomial solutions has solutions which depend
upon two or more parameters and second that these parameters fall into two
classes. A primary one is one which comes as the coefficient of the first term and
can not be zero without the solution becoming the identically zero solution. A
secondary one is one which leads on from the first term to the remainder of the
series. Representing the primary ones as k and the secondary ones as m we
have such functions as ke”, k cos mt, k sin mt for possible solutions.
If an equation have a rational integral function of more than one term as a
solution, the solution will have, when arranged in ascending powers of ¢, a last
term which we may represent by A,¢”.
On substitution, the highest degree
terms will give rise to A,2@3;(x, y)=0, where ¢;(x, y)=0 since A400.
As
before this calculation shows that A, ¢” is a monomial solution so that a necessary condition for a polynomial solution is that the first and last terms be
monomial solutions. It follows from this that if one could establish the existence
of a set of first terms of a series, representing a solution, which would carry
beyond the last monomial solution one would know that the series was infinite.
Another reason why there are at least two parameters connected with
solutions other than monomials is given by the following:
Theorem II. Jf F(x) is a solution of an equation of this class, then k F(mx) is
also a solution.
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This follows directly from the two homogeneity properties.
A parameter may also enter into the solution of one of these equations by
means of a multiplier e”* as is the case for F?(x+y) = F(2x) F(2y). The general
condition for the existence of such a multiplier is given by
Theorem III. A necessary and sufficient condition that the solution F(x) imply
the solution e"*F(x) ts that a;+c;=p and b;+d;=q where p and gq are constants
independent of 1.
The proof follows from the substitution of e"*F(x) which gives
er(pztav)

Sk, F(asx + biy)F(cix + diy) = 0.
i=1

There also exists equations into whose solutions a parameter may enter by
a multiplier e"**. Such a one is
F(ax + by)

F(bx — ay) = F(ax — by)

F(bx + ay).

Theorem IV. A necessary and sufficient condition that a solution FX) imply
a solution e"*" F(x) is that
a?7+c¢2=)p,

ab+edi=q,

b?+d?=r

where p, q, r are constants independent of 1.
The existence of one of these multipliers for the solutions of an equation
does not imply that the multiplier is itself a solution nor does the existence of a
solution e"* or e"*’ imply that it will multiply all other solutions. It is possible
for equations to have both multipliers. Such a one is
F(x)F°(«+3y)

= F%(«+y)F(x+4y).

Theorem IV is of further interest since each equation which satisfies its
conditions implies a solution of a diophantine problem in sums of squares and
conversely. For example, the four arguments which enter into the illustrative
example above are a solution of the problem of finding the numbers expressible
as the sums of two squares in two ways.!
Wilson? has shown that the only possible analytic solutions in the linear
case are rational integral functions every term of which is independently a
solution of the equation.
In non linear equations the existence of two solutions does not imply
that their sum is a solution so that the solutions fall into distinct sets
one for each monomial solution.
One or more degenerate solutions are associatéd with each solution defined by two or more parameters.
These degenerate solutions arise for the particular values of the secondary parameters
1 R. D. Carmichael’s Diophantine Analysis, p. 25.
? American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 40, p. 263-286.
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which cause a change of form of the solution. Such solutions as ke™* and
k cos mx become for
m=0 merely k. Such solutions as k sin mx and k(cos mx —1)
have degenerate solutions associated with them which are suggested by the limiting processes
sin mx
m=0

m

=z,

lim
m=0

(cos mx — 1)
———— = — x/2.
m?

These degenerate solutions are merely the monomial solutions required by
theorem one. Other degenerate solutions are possible, however, as is shown by
the following example.
We shall next show that the known analytic solutions for the three term
equation! for the sigma function form a complete set. A set of analytic solutions
will be said to be complete if every analytic solution (at zero) may be expressed
in terms of the set by particularizing the parameters. We shall need the following known facts.”
3.

o(xgogs) = x —

gox®

= 6g 3x°

2.3!

7!

Ogox°

18g0g3x'!

4.9!

11!

— etc.

2. If the cubic 4y’—gey—g;=0 has two equal roots, g2*—27g?
=0 and
o (xgogs) degenerates to e~*'/®- sin x. If the cubic has three equal roots g2=0,
g3=0, and o(xgegs) degenerates to kx.
a
4,

x
ko(=, k*g0, Hes) = o(xg2g3).
6,(x) = ke™*o(2wx),

63(0)
k=—>)
2w

n=

2nw.

5. o(xgegs) and 6,(x) are solutions of the three term equation 3
F(z + a)F(z — a)F(b + c)F(b — c) +
F(z + b)F(z — b)F(c + a)F(c — a) +
F(z + c)F(z — c)F(a + 6)F(a — b) = O.
It will be seen that x and sin x are solutions and that this equation satisfies
the conditions of Theorem IV. The associated number theory problem is to
express a number as the sum of four squares in three ways without using zero
and having no number common to the three. That this does not give all numbers which are so expressible may be seen from the fact that the sum of the four
1 This problem has been considered by Alfons Delisle in the Mathematische Annallen, vol.
30, p. 91-119, and by Hermite (see Whittaker and Watson’s Modern Analysis, 3rd edition, p. 461).
2 G. H. Halphen’s Traite des fonctions elliptiques, vol. 1, pp. 169, 187, 251, 300.
* Another form of the three term equation involving five variables is given in Briot et
Bouquet’s Théorie des fonctions elliptiques, p. 486.
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are so

63 = 74+34241=
34+ 54+ 32427? = 6+ 57+14+1.
It is to be shown that ke"*'a(xgogs), ke" sin mx, and ke"*’x forma complete
set of analytic solutions (at zero). We have seen that the solution @;(x) is
expressible in terms of them. We shall consider the results of three substitutions upon the three term equation,
1. z=a=b=c=0 gives f(0) =0.
2. b=c=0 gives f(—a) = —f(a) ;that is, any solution will be an odd function.
3. 2=3t, a=2t, b=t, c=0 gives
F5(t)F (St) + F3(3t)F(t) — F3(2t)F(4t) = 0.
We note that in this equation the sum of the squares is 28 and that 28 is
the smallest number satisfying the number theory conditions. It will be seen
that every solution of the three term equation in four variables will satisfy the
special form in one variable. The line of proof will be to show the converse,
that is that the complete set of analytic solutions (at zero) for the equation
in ¢ is as given above.
By Theorem I, if the equation in ¢ is to have solutions it will have monomial
solutions. To ascertain the number of these, substitute f(x) = A,x’, which gives
A,*(5° + 33" — 25°) x4 = (0.
That is, we are to solve (5/32)*+(27/32)*=1
for v an integer.
Since the fractions are less than unity, increasing the exponent decreases
their value; and for v=2 one has
(5/32)? + (27/32)? = 754/1024 <1,
so that a solution will be a value of v less than 2.
If we replace v by —w, we are seeking integral solutions of
1 + (160/468)" = (135/468)”
where the fractions are less than unity, and for w=0 one has 2>1, so that a
solution will be a value of w less than zero or of v greater than zero. Since a
solution is an integral value of v less than 2 and greater than zero, and since
v=1 is solution, there is one and only one monomial solution of the ¢ equation,
and that is Aix. It follows from this that there is only one set of solutions.
Any analytic solution (at zero) of the ¢ equation will be odd and hence of
the form

f(x) = Aix + Azx? + Asx5 + Are? +--+,

where A; ¥ 0.

Substituting this series in the ¢ equation, and equating to zero the coefficient
of each power of ¢, one has
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=0,

#°:

0A;A* + 0A543A2

#12;

25.34-5[28494,8

+ 0ASA, = O,

— 2847A3A? + 110A A? + 445A2A, — A43 ]= 0.

These equations leave A,A3A;A;7 arbitrary and determine Ay in terms of
them. We need now to show that no fifth coefficient is left arbitrary by some
equation not examined. We note that the equation for /” has in it Ay 3 and
preceding coefficients. If A2,—3 is determined by that equation then there will
be an equation to determine each A and none will be left arbitrary. To prove
that A»_3 is so determined uniquely for v>6 it is sufficient to show that the
term A »_3A ;#" has a,non-zero coefficient for v>6. This coefficient is
42 + 520-3 + 32” _— 3. 22et1 is Youle
By treating this expression in the same manner as the other exponential
expression, the reader will verify, that it is never zero for v>6.
Expanding ke"*'o(xgogs) and equating coefficients to the corresponding A’s
one has
A,=k#0O0,

kR=A,,
A;
n=—y,
A,
5'(A? - 2A,As5)
ge =
A?

43 = kn,
n*
£2
14,=k(—-—),
Zi. 2250
\
ee

(=

NZ2

“*.)

ae

ee

7\(3A 143A5 oa A3 es 3A 1A7)
i

1843

Hence we have shown that the known solutions for the three term equation
in 4 variables do form a complete set of solutions analytic at zero for the three
term equation in one variable and will therefore be a complete set for the equation in four variables.
The following list of equations with their solution should be of interest as
showing some of the possibilities of this class of equations. Those having more
than one set of solutions are of particular note.
2F(2x)F(2y) — F(2x)F(x + y) — F(2y)F(« + y) = 0;

F(x) = kR(1 + mx)-'~”

F?(x) — F*(y) = F(y)F(2x + y) — F(x)F(x 4+ 2y) = 0;

F(x) = kcosmx.

2F(x)F(y) + F(x)F(x — y) = F(x + y)F(x) + F(x + y)F(y)
+ F(x — y)F(y);

F(x) = kcot mx.

F(x)F(3y — 2x) + F(x)F(y) = F(2x — y)F(2y — x) + F(y)F(2y — x);
F(x) = ke™",

keosmx,

k(1+mx),ksinmx.
t
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F*(y — x) + F(x)F(y — x) = F*%(y)

+ F(y)F(y — 22) ;

F(x) = ksinmx,
F(x” + y) + F(2x + 2y)F(x)F(y)

k cosmx.

k(1 + mx) ke™*.

= F(2a+y)F(x+y)F(y)+F (x+2y)F (x+y)

F(x) = ke™*,

273

F(x) ;

ke™* sin mx.

F2(2x) + F2(2y) + 4F2%(x + y) + 2F(2x)
— F(2y)4F(2x)F(x + y) — 4F(2y)F(x + y) = 0;
F(x) = k(1 + mx).
Since the monomial solutions will exist in each case they are omitted.

UNPUBLISHED

STEINER

MANUSCRIPTS

By ARNOLD EMCH, University of Illinois
After the death of Steiner, in 1863, the personal and scientific papers of
the great geometer were removed to the garret of the city library of Berne,
where Professor Graf found them 30 years later in a box into which they had
been carelessly dumped.
The contents were turned over to Professor Biitzberger for examination and eventual publication of worthy scientific material.
He made a careful investigation of the posthumous works, had them cataloged
and bound, and deposited ten volumes in the library of the University of Berne.
The scientifically most important papers Biitzberger kept. In the programs
of the cantonal college of Ziirich, 1913-14, he published some of Steiner’s and
some of his own investigations, including a particularly interesting article on
the discovery of inversion.! Unfortunately Biitzberger died before he had completed the task of editing the Steiner “Nachlass.” Thus the matter stood again
as before, since nobody seemed to take an interest in continuing Biitzberger’s
valuable efforts.
In the summer of 1928 the writer had the opportunity to examine the ten
volumes at the university library of Berne. They contain nothing of importance
from a scientific standpoint, but the lecture notes on the elementary mathematical courses which Steiner followed at the Pestalozzi institution in Yverdon.
Among them is however a monograph on the theory of forms and magnitudes
(Formen- und Gréssenlehre) by Steiner himself, in which he stresses Pestalozzi’s
idea that in the teaching of elementary geometry the knowledge of forms should
precede that of magnitudes. All this covers the activities up to the year 1818
when Steiner went to the University of Heidelberg as a private teacher and as
a student.
1 Uber bizentrische Polygone, Steinersche Kreis-und Kugelreihen und die Erfindung der
Inversion (Teubner, Leipzig, 1814). See also Emch, The discovery of inversion, Bulletin of the
American Mathematical Society, vol. 21 (1914-15), p. 206.
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The important manuscript on the geometry of the circle and the sphere to
which Biitzberger refers in his monograph was missing, a fact which the library
authorities at Berne did not know. It is now in the possession of Mrs. Biitzberger in Ziirich, where I was given the opportunity to make a thorough
examination of it. The complete title is:
“Allgemeine Theorie iiber das Beriihren und Schneiden der Kreise und
Kugeln mit vielen neuen Sitzen und Untersuchungen in einem systematischen
Entwicklungsgang dargestellt,” von Jacob Steiner, Privatlehrer in Berlin.
Steiner left Heidelberg in 1821 for Berlin, so that the conception of this
theory took place in the early twenties. In 1824 he discovered inversion, which
he described under the picturesque title of “Wiedergeburt und Auferstehung.”
In a fragment, of the same year, he refers to a paper on “Abspiegelung” (mapping) which has unfortunately been lost and in which he undoubtedly explained
the principle of inversion.
That there were a number of other Steiner manuscripts in Biitzberger’s
possession was new to me. He has written a rather extensive monograph on
the most important mathematical results of these manuscripts, which is ready
for publication; also a very careful and authoritative biography of Steiner’s
life and scientific accomplishments.
The most important of Steiner’s posthumous works is, of course, that on
the geometry of the circle and the sphere. Its early publication would be of great
scientific and historic interest. It would establish the fact that Steiner is the
originator and most important pioneer in this branch of geometry, not merely
in an elementary sense, but even in its more advanced aspects. This is true because he did not limit himself to contact—and orthogonality—problems, but
studied more general circular systems.
This, as is well known, leads in the end to the geometry of the 15-parameter
group of homogeneous linear transformations of six variables leaving a certain
quadratic form invariant.
Klein, whose attitude towards Steiner has never been very sympathetic,
recognizes this, and he undoubtedly would have been even more emphatic in
his acknowledgement of Steiner’s merits had he known of the contents of the
famous manuscript.
The first part deals with centers, lines, and planes of similitude of circles
and spheres; the second with powers and locus of equal powers with reference
to circles and spheres.
In the third part we find the theory of common powers between circles and
spheres. The fourth part is by far the most extensive and also the most important and contains the theory of systems of circles and spheres intersecting at
constant angles. In this theory Steiner has gone much farther than some of his
successors, who merely studied the special cases of orthogonal and contact
systems. Among the many important results which Steiner obtained I shall
mention merely the theory of those cyclides which are obtained as the envelopes
of spheres which cut three given spheres at a constant angle (0 in case of contact) and which are now known as Dupin cyclides. Steiner discovers many
t
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properties of these surfaces and shows that the two systems of contact circles
are lines of curvature.
When Fiedler received the Steiner prize from the Berlin Academy for his
“Cyklographie,” published in 1882 immediately after the publication of Steiner's
collected works by Weierstrass, he was sure that the “lost” manuscript was not
existing anymore. It is now apparent that many of Fiedler’s important results
were known to Steiner.
All these facts seem to make it clear that Steiner’s posthumous works,
especially that on the geometry of the circle and the sphere, should be made
accessible to the mathematical public.
I have been fortunate in getting some members of the Swiss Mathematical
Society interested in the possible publication of Biitzberger’s Steiner biography
and the famous manuscript as a volume of its collection of mathematical
monographs.

THE

ALGEBRA
By SUZAN

OF

FRANCESCO

R. BENEDICT,

GHALIGAI

Smith College

Questions as to when and how knowledge passes from one group of people
to another are always important to historians. To scholars interested in the
development of mathematical processes Francesco Ghaligai is known as one
of the few early writers who assert that the algebra of Al-Khowarizmi was
translated into Italian in the thirteenth century.! For these historians there is
interest also in his attempt to symbolize the powers of an unknown quantity
by rectilinear figures, nevertheless Ghaligai’s Summa De Arithmética, printed
first in 1521, and afterward in 1548, and in 1552 with the title Practica d’ Arithmetica, has been little noticed. Cantor mentions it however, as an excellent
work,? and Libri’ believed that it may have had a decided influence upon the
study of mathematics—an opinion which he advanced because it is much
simpler than such books as Pacioli’s Sama, and therefore could have been used
more easily as an introduction to mathematical study.
Unlike some of his
contemporaries, Ghaligai does not preface his book with an autobiographical
sketch, and we know only that he was a Florentine.
Possibly because the
Sima was dedicated to Giulio de Medici, afterward Pope Clement VII, Libri
thought that he may have been an ancestor of Leonora Ghaligai who went to
France with Marie de Medici and became a prominent figure in the court of
Louis XIII, but this unimportant suggestion seems to be all that has been
written about him.

1 Folio 71r.
2 Cantor, Vorlesungen tiber Geschichte der Mathematik, vol. 2, p. 146.
3 Libri, Histoire de Sciences mathématiques en Italie, vol. 3, p. 146.
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Ghaligai makes no pretense of originality even in his use of the symbols
generally connected with his name. He quotes freely from the writings of greater
men, and having given credit to those whose work he appropriates, he condenses
what he considers most important into a small treatise of 114 folios.
This treatise he divides into thirteen books, the first nine of which are wholly
arithmetical. The last four are devoted to algebra, Regula dell’ Arcibra, which
as in other works of the time, includes long explanations of methods for the
extraction of roots and for operations with binomial surds classified as they are
found in Euclid’s Elements. Usually his methods are those of Leonard of Pisa.
A theoretical treatment of the solution of equations appears on the last four
of the forty-one pages comprising Book X. Here we find the equation with
one variable in the six forms given by the Arab writer Al-Khowarizmi in his
ninth century algebra, at least three of which were known also to Diophantus
of Alexandria.
It is interesting to note that even at so late a date as 1552,
equations of the forms ax?+ bx =c and ax?+c = bx were treated as different types,
and that 12x=12x gave only one solution, namely x=1.
In the latter case
Ghaligai follows Pacioli, secondo Maestro Luca, and quotes dice che 12 cose
sieno equale a 12 cose & non 12 cose sieno equale a 11 cose, sempre parti el n°
delle cose pel numero delle cose, ne verrd sempre uno & tanto. The six types of
equations are, in our symbols ax?=x, ax*=b, ax=b, ax’+bx=c, ax’+c=bx,
ax*=bx+c, where a, b, and c are always positive. Ghaligai recognizes only
positive roots, and there is nothing unusual in his methods of solution; but he
knows that the processes which he applies to the last three types will apply also
to any equation of quadratic form.
Among the illustrations? used are the
equations 6x*+ (256)!/?
= 50x3 and 2x?= (8x5+ 1624 )!/3,
Book XI seems to give evidence of poor scholarship, for in his effort to find
illustrative material, Ghaligai attempts to use the first eleven propositions of
the second book of Euclid’s Elements.
The first ten of these are manifestly
unsuitable, and lead to identities. In adapting Proposition XI, which lends
itself to algebraic expression, Ghaligai says: To divide 12 into two parts so that
the less multiplied by 12 shall equal the square of the greater and obtains the correct
results (180)!/?—6 and 18 —(180)!/2.
Book XII consists of twenty problems taken from the Liber Abaci of
Leonard of Pisa‘ to whom acknowledgment is made.
These problems are
chosen with great care, as Ghaligai explains, and though varying slightly from
the originals, are easily traced.
Book XIII is the last and most interesting in the text. Here we find fortyseven problems not accredited to any other author, though so similar to many
1 This appears to have been taken from the Sima, where it is written E. cosi habiamo che 12 co.
sonno éqli 12 co. Parti cose per cose: neuen. 1. per n°. E tanto valse la cosa. ed. 1523. f. 145r.
2 f. 9ir. art. 164, 165.
§ Euclid’s statement is: To cut a given straight line so that the rectangle contained by the whole and
one of the segments shall equal the square of the remaining segment.
* Scritti di Leonardo Pisano, vol. 1, p. 410 et seq.
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in the algebras of the period that we cannot claim originality for Ghaligai.
They may be divided into three groups, advancing in each group from the
simpler to the more difficult. A symbolism such as Ghaligai’s does not encourage
the use of more than one variable, and though many of the problems in this book
might have been more easily solved by using simultaneous equations, he follows
the custom of the century and adapts them to one.
The first sixteen problems are all of one kind. Typical of these, the fifteenth
is as follows: Two men found a purse. Said the first to the second, “Give me the
purse and the cube root of your money, and I shall have as much as you.” Said the
second to the first, “Give me the purse and the square root of your money, and I
shall have seven times as much as you.” The question is, how much was in the purse,
and how much had each man at first? Though not so stated in the test, Ghaligai
assumes a relation between the amounts held originally by the two men, i.e.
that these were x* and x*. He then shows that the purse held x* —x?— 2x, and
hence
xe+ut

x3 — x? — 2e = 7(x? — x).

The second group of problems includes 17-24. As typical of these, consider
the twentieth: Given three numbers, of which the second is double the first and the
third is the product of the first by the square of the second. Knowing that the cube
root of the sum of the product of the three numbers and the product of the third by
twice the second ts equal to twice the square of the first, find the numbers.
The third group, including problems 25-47, deals with numbers in continued
proportion. Some of these, without a better symbolism, might puzzle an abler
mathematician, and we must admire the ingenuity with which Ghaligai reaches
his results. Look, for example, at problem 47: Find five numbers in continued
proportion such that the sum of the second and fourth shall be 10, and the sum
of the products of each number by each of the others shall be 620. The solution is as
follows:
First, 620 divided by twice the sum of the second and fourth will give the
sum of the five, and since the sum of the second and fourth is 10, it follows that
the sum of the first and fifth is 21 minus the third. Now if we have the sum
and the product of two numbers, we can find the numbers.!
Then if x=the third number,
21—x=the sum of the first and fifth numbers,
10=the sum of the second and fourth numbers,
x’=the product of the second and fourth numbers.
Hence 5—(25—.x?)!/?=the second and 5+(25—<*)!/?=the fourth nnmber.
Since x°=the product of the second and fourth numbers and also the product
of the first and fifth numbers,
‘ Ghaligai has already explained this process in Book III, article 67, as follows: If x+y=a,
x<y and xy=b, let z be the absolute value of 4a—~ or of y—}a; then (}a—z)(fa+z)
=b, and
z=(4a—b)!/2,
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is the fifth number.
Now the sum of 620 and the sum of the squares of all the numbers is equal
to the square of the sum of the five numbers; hence 541 — (2x?+42x) = 961 —620
(since the sum of the numbers is 31), therefore x=4, and the numbers are
1, 2, 4, 8, 16.
The book itself, from the Giunti press, is printed with great care. The type
is beautifully clear and the number of errors is remarkably small. The pages
and the paragraphs are numbered, and frequent references are made, by
number, to proofs already established.
It seems improbable that Ghaligai wrote primarily for merchants, as has
been sometimes assumed. He seems rather to have been a teacher introducing
mercantile problems for the sake of interest. The Pratica d’Arithmetica is in
no sense one of the great books of the period, but if we may judge from the
number of editions, it was a popular one. It is interesting from many points of
view, and considered as a means by which the works of Fibonacci, Pacioli
and many others were made accessible to students of the time, it is well worth
some study.
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All books for review should be sent directly to the editor of this department and not to any of the
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REVIEWS
Readers who are interested in the reviewing of books are invited to write to the editor of this
department indicating particular books which they would like to review or the kinds of books in
which they would be interested.
bt)
The

Theory of Determinants, Matrices and Invariants
By H. W. Turnbull.
Blackie & Sons, Limited, London, 1928. xvi+338 pages. 25s. net.

This book aims to give an account of the salient features of invariant theory
from its origins to the present. As an up-to-date treatment in English, it is
alone in the field. Furthermore, it differs from other available works on the
t
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subject in two respects. From the historical approach of the author, who traces
many of the modern outgrowths of the theory to the roots in the earlier formal
work of the English school, the reader gains a sense of the continuous development of the theory. On the pedagogical side, by the addition of numerous
examples of varying difficulty, and the willingness to make lengthy digressions
on the real significance of fundamental concepts when they are first introduced,
the author has rendered an extensive and abstract theory relatively accessible
to a beginner.
We proceed to outline, by chapters, the main topics discussed. The book
begins with determinants and matrices (I-VII).
The initial definitions of
invariants and related ideas are illustrated for the binary form (VIII) and then
extended to forms in general (IX, X). The “first fundamental theorem,”
establishing the possibility of representing every rational integral invariant
(concomitant) of a set of ground forms as a polynomial in a limited number of
typical expressions is treated for invariants in two restricted cases (XI), and
then generalized (XII). A complete set of operations for these typical expressions is found, leading to the “second fundamental theorem” on the reduction of
identities in concomitants (XIII). Seminvariants and their derivation from
annihilators! are next briefly treated. The notions of complete and irreducible
systems are introduced (XIV) and developed further in the next chapter (XV)
where the Gordan-Hilbert theorem on the expressibility of the general rational
integral concomitant in terms of a finite number is proved. The theorem on the
limitation of the number of essential cogredient variables (XVI) is followed by
the analogous one on the number of ground forms (XVII). The theorem on the
connection between invariant equations (that is those expressing projective
relations) and the technical invariant theory (XVIII) paves the way to applications to projective geometry (XIX, XX).
The concluding chapter (XXI)
on recent developments deals chiefly with the adjunction theory of Weitzenbéck
which extends the methods previously used for projective transformations to
affine and orthogonal ones.
The author’s remarks on the connection between the invariant theory under
discussion and differential and relativistic geometry should prove helpful to
the algebraist beginning to orient himself in relativity. A passing reference to
the fundamental role of substitution groups and their representations with
respect to algebraic theories in general, which follows these, is almost prophetic
of the interest of this phase of algebra aroused among mathematical physicists
by the recent work of Professor Weyl in the application of groups to quantum
theory.
Throughout the book, the author has kept closely to his main theme. Thus
the phases of matrix theory treated lean toward the symbolic side, and omit
altogether some notions, such as elementary divisors, which are fundamental
to the theory of matrices per se. This omission necessitates the author’s later
‘One might have expected a reference here to the work of Dickson connecting this theory
with that of continuous groups.
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confining himself to the “non-specialized” case in a few of the applications.
He usually calls attention to the limitations of his discussion, and, as elsewhere
where proofs or extensions are omitted, he gives adequate references to places
where they may be found. The author has succeeded in giving in reasonable
space, an outline of the theory of algebraic invariants, with the necessary introductory matter and a sufficient treatment of the applications to show the reader
the importance of the subject. The book as a whole is clearly and carefully
written, in a very readable style.
PHILIP FRANKLIN
Mathematisch-Naturwissenschaftlich-Technische

Biicherei.

Berlin,

Otto

Salle.

The booklets of this series present topics of mathematics, physics, the
natural sciences, technology, and philosophy. The series started to appear in
1927, and is still being continued. At the moment, it comprises twenty-three
volumes of 60 to 140 pages each.
The editors and most of the authors are men supervising and conducting
instruction at such German schools as correspond to the American high schools
and colleges. Aecording to the editors, the booklets are intended primarily for
students in what corresponds to the last years of high school and the first years
of college. They offer an opportunity for acquiring a first insight into the
historical development of the sciences, and becoming familiar with selected
scientific topics of general interest which as a rule can be dealt with only superficially in the ordinary course of instruction.
The following gives a brief description of the series with stress on the booklets
of mathematical content.
In a rough classification, the series is made up of volumes of four different
types.
I. Volumes which are devoted each to the life and work of one great scientist.
Archimedes (1), Galilei (4), Otto von Guericke (7), Euklid (8), Apollonius (13)
—the numbers in brackets indicating the numbers of the volumes in the series.
The first volume, for example, contains a discussion of Archimedes’ most important works with excerpts from them in German translation. It is preceded
by a short history of the development of mathematics up to Archimedes and
biographical notes on his life. Among other details, it contains a review of the
Greek number system. Volumes 4, 8, and 13 seem to be much on the same order.
Volume 7, however, appears to lay more stress on the human and personal
than on the scientific side.
II. Mathematische Queilenbiicher: Rechnen und Algebra (3), Geometrie
und Trigonometrie (11), Analytische und synthetische Geometrie (19). These
three booklets contain excerpts from mathematical works of various ages and
countries. The earliest is an Egyptian text of 1600 B.C., the latest a sample
from Steiner’s “Systematische Entwicklung ....” of 1832.
Every excerpt
is followed by the necessary mathematical and (in the case of old German texts)
linguistic explanations. These volumes may be considered to some degree as an
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reading of original texts, for though all non-German texts
translation, the original mathematical form is strictly
appropriate to awaken in the reader some historic feeling
of certain mathematical disciplines and subjects, and for
importance of mathematical notations.

III. Volumes which are devoted each to one special scientific topic. This
set of volumes forms the largest of the four. However, its subjects are on the
whole chosen from sciences other than mathematics, the only mathematical
volume being, Einfiihrung in die praktische Nomographie (6). This booklet
presents the essential principles of nomography in elementary form and on the
basis of very elementary mathematical preparation.
Numerous examples,
mostly familiar from analytic geometry and physics, are worked out in great
detail. As in many other volumes of this set, the stress is entirely on the
practical side of the probler.
IV. This class contains three philosophical volumes (12), (17), (18), and
two volumes, (20) and (21), entitled “Kulturgeschichte der Technik.”
The getting-up of the entire series is pleasant and efficient; each booklet:is
equipped with numerous figures and a detailed index.
From the volumes I have had occasion to become acquainted with, it appears
to me that the series is useful and stimulating and that additions to it are to be
welcomed.
LuLu HOFMANN
College Algebra.

By N. J. Lennes.

Harper and Brothers, 1928.

xiv-+301 pages.

Courses in college algebra are given for two reasons nowadays, the one
administrative, the other scholastic. The wide diversity of subjects offered in
high schools has led many colleges and universities to admit candidates who can
count up the proper number of “units” in some fashion and then to require
further work in certain subjects where preparation is short.
Consequently
there is a call for a course in algebra for students who have had only one year
of it in high school. On the other hand, calculus may be named as the first
objective of college mathematics; and to study that subject certain topics in
algebra are needed even by students who have had more than one year in high
school. The material in the gap between an elementary course and calculus
may be organized into two parts: intermediate and college algebra.
The objectives of intermediate algebra are a thorough acquaintance with
the quadratic equation, including “theory” as well as “solution,” and logarithms
as a tool for computation.
These topics imply others, such as exponents in
connection with logarithms; and with the necessary review of factoring and the
solution of simultaneous systems, little time remains for further topics in a three
hour course.
Besides a vigorous summary of intermediate algebra with drill in the formal
manipulation of quadratic radical forms, the needs of calculus suggest specifi-
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cally: the binomial theorem, partial fractions and enough of series and their
convergence to evaluate e; and generally, as vivid a development of the concept
of function as possible. This latter purpose may justify making the theory of
equations a main topic. Since algebra is concerned with classes of numbers
and the students are more mature, a discussion of the number system may be
proper.
In the text before us the author proposes to take a middle road between a
mere intermediate algebra and the stiff old books of a generation ago which
were almost treatises, as indicated by the inclusion of Sturm’s theorem. This
book will be adequate for a satisfactory course of the first kind; teach the
material as it comes and go as far as you can. It will be adequate for a course of
the second kind as indicated in the preface; but as to how adequate it may be
for use in engineering sections, for instance, there will be a difference of opinion.
The reviewer finds that to use the book in the department where he teaches,
supplementary material would necessarily have to be introduced.
Some features in the arrangement and treatment of material seem admirable;
others undesirable. Separate chapters on “Literal equations” and on “Fractions
and equations containing fractions” constitute a departure that should henceforth appear in every text, though we do not agree to the burying of the scant
review of factoring in the latter chapter. Again, if a book is to appeal to a
variety of people, we question the wisdom of taking various paragraphs from
their normal positions and casting them into one chapter under the brand
“miscellaneous.”
It has been proposed as good pedagogy that the polynomial be treated as a
simple kind of algebraic function whose values for various values of x are to be
traced—say, by a graph—and that the theory of equations is concerned with
finding those values of x for which the value of the polynomial is zero. In this
book the word function does not occur in the chapter on the theory of equations,
while for any treatment of the graphs of polynomials, beyond the scant halfpage under Horner’s method, one must go to the two last paragraphs of
“Miscellaneous Topics.” Isn’t this treatment disregarding a good opportunity
to unify and to prepare for calculus?
Experienced teachers have always used the principle of cumulative review.
With this text there will be no need to prepare and to dictate material since
the assignments are all made out.
The collection of exercises in algebraic
reductions which actually occur in analytic geometry and calculus furnishes a
needed standard by which the capable students can be encouraged to measure
themselves.
The story of algebra in the last chapter is actually interesting. With such a
treatment at hand we imagine that many a teacher will make room for some
recitations on it.
R. M. MATHEWS
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The Chequered Career of Ferdinand Rudolph Hassler, First Superintendent of the
United States Coast Survey. A chapter in the History of Science in America.
By Florian Cajori, Professor of the History of Mathematics in the University of California. The Christopher Publishing House, Boston, 1929.
245 pages.
This is a work of great importance to those who are interested in the early
struggles of science in this country as well as to those who have sympathy with
a man of unique and picturesque character in his struggles against adversity.
It is a work written by one of our leading mathematicians about one who was
interested in the application of exact mathematics to the practical problems of
geodesy. Moreover it is written by a man of Swiss descent about one of the
most interesting men of that nationality who have adopted this country as the
scene of their endeavors.
The author’s introduction gives a good resumé of the outstanding characteristics of Hassler:
“A man of great practical ability as a scientist, but of scant practical ability
in the art of easy and comfortable living, a man highly trained in mathematics,
yet a mere child in every-day economics, a man lacking the training of the
ordinary politician, yet able by his earnestness and sincerity to influence public
opinion, a true scientist ambitious for the highest standards of scientific
achievement and never willing to surrender them to the pressing demands of
temporary expediency, such a man was Ferdinand Rudolph Hassler.
This
rugged figure commands a conspicuous position in the early history of science
in America, as the organizer and first superintendent of the first great scientific
bureau of the United States in Washington, D.C.”
The author deserves commendation for the painstaking care with which he
has prepared the work. The source material was scattered about so promiscuously that it was a great task to assemble it. The author states in the preface:
“In the preparation of this biography and history the author has used, besides
numerous printed sources of information, the Hassler correspondence contained
in the ‘Ford Collection’ of manuscripts in the New York Public Library, the
‘Dreer Collection’ of autographs in the Library of the Historical Society of
Pennsylvania, the archives of the American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia, as well as important material supplied by Mrs. Dr. Anita Newcomb
McGee of Washington, D. C., a great granddaughter of Ferdinand Rudolph
Hassler. Dr. McGee placed at my disposal not only a copy of the unpublished
‘Recollections,’ written by Mrs. Rosalie L. Hassler Norris, a daughter of F. R.
Hassler, but also the results of her own searches for material in the Library of
Congress among the manuscripts belonging to the Jefferson and Madison correspondence as well as in the libraries of the towns of Bern and Aarau in
Switzerland, where Hassler spent his youth.”
Hassler was born in Aarau, Switzerland on October 7, 1770. His father
belonged to a distinguished and wealthy family so the young man was given
every advantage in his education. After finishing his education he became con-
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nected with Johann Georg Tralles in the geodetic survey of Switzerland and
in this way he became familiar with the best geodetic methods in use in Europe
at that time. Because his work in Switzerland was interrupted by the unsettled
conditions due to the French Revolution, he decided to emigrate to America
and in this way our country benefitted by gaining as a citizen one of the best
practical geodesists of Europe.
The account of his early struggles in this country and of his efforts with the
public and with politicians that finally resulted in the formation of the Coast
Survey with himself as superintendent furnishes interesting and at times very
amusing reading. He also brought about the establishment of the Bureau of
Weights and Measures with himself as head, which Bureau forms the beginning
of the present Bureau of Standards, and he continually advocated the establishment of a national astronomical observatory, which later resulted in the
organization of our present Naval Observatory. This learned but democratic
Swiss thus actively started two of the present scientific organizations in our
government and through his advice no doubt hastened the organization of the
Naval Observatory. With these facts in view it is clear that Hassler is a character that ought to be known to those interested in science in general and the
advancement of scientific work.
The book in a typographical way is not all that could be desired. The printing is quite unequal; some pages are rather faintly impressed while other pages
are very satisfactory in this respect. The proof reading seems to have been
rather carelessly done in places. On page 16 we have Aargua for Aargau; on
page 37 seeing should obviously be seeming; on page 105 Aadms would be more
intelligible with a transposition of two letters; and there are several other
errors of like nature. In some places it is difficult to tell whether there is a
real error of spelling or whether the word is so used because it was desired to
retain the spelling of the original document. On page 47 in the tenth line from
the bottom, szde should be circle, in whatever way the error is introduced. On
page 195 Langely should be Langley and on page 207 catastrophy could be improved in spelling.
One other quite serious defect in the work as a whole is its lack of logical
connection. There is too much jumping from this to that with little obvious
connection. No doubt this was inevitable since the author was anxious to give
most of the work in the language of the original documents. However it seems
that in places the narrative could have been made more fluent by a little extra
care.
The reviewer became acquainted with this work in manuscript form about
the year 1921 when it was sent to the Director of the Coast and Geodetic Survey
for a careful perusal in regard to technical statements. It was in the hands of
the reviewer for two or three weeks for the checking of various items. At that
time, it was much more extensive since it included a description of many of the
early instruments purchased by Hassler. Since this part has now been omitted
it becomes more readable for the general public and we have a good picture
of this learned Swiss that ought to arouse the interest of all readers.
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The members of the Coast and Geodetic Survey of today are proud to point
to Hassler as the founder of their Bureau and to acknowledge their debt of
gratitude to Switzerland for giving us a man who was bold enough to insist on
doing practical things in a scientific way.
Oscar S. ADAMS

PROBLEMS

AND

SOLUTIONS

EpiteEp By B. F. FINKEL, Otto DUNKEL, AND H. L. OLson
Send all communications about Problems and Solutions to B. F. Finkel, Springfield, Mo. All
manuscripts should be typewritten, with double spacing and with a margin at least one inch wide on the
left.
PROBLEMS

FOR SOLUTION

N. B. Problems containing results believed to be new, or extensions of old results are especially
sought. The editorial work would be greatly facilitated if, on sending in problems, proposers would
also enclose any solutions or information that will assist the editors in checking the statements. In
general, problems in well-known textbooks or results found in readily accessible sources, will not
be proposed as problems for solution in the Monthly. In so far as possible, however, the editors
will be glad to assist members of the Association with their difficulties in the solution of such problems.
3376.

Proposed by Harold Hotelling, Stanford University.

A square
any number
are all filled
the possible
3377.

array of n? cells is filled in by two players, each in turn putting
he pleases into any empty cell. One player wins if when the cells
the determinant is zero; the other tries to prevent this. Discuss
cases.

Proposed by T. S. Peterson, The Ohio State University.

Evaluate the summation

n
(2i + 1)'(2n — 2i + 1)!
ie
& ii + 1) — Dn —i
+2)!
3378.

Proposed by Paul Wernicke,

Washington, D. C.

If a tetrahedron A = A,A2A3A, has altitudes concurrent (in an orthocenter),
then, denoting by (27) the angle at A; of the triangular face a; (opposite A;),
the following
products
are
equal:
tan (41)-tan (32)-tan (23)-tan (14)
=tan (31)-tan (42)-tan 13-tan (24) =tan (21)-tan (12) -tan (43) -tan (34). The
factors of each product are tangents of the four plane angles made by the edges
which form a tetragram.
3379.
Proposed
Technology.

by J. H. Neelley and

T. L. Smith,

Carnegie Institute of

Two men own jointly x cows which they sell for x dollars per head and with
the returns buy sheep at $12 per head. As their income from the cows is not
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divisible by 12 they purchase a lamb with the remainder. Later they divided
the flock so that each had the same number of animals. How much money was
due the man with the lamb by the other man?
3380.

Proposed by Paul Wernicke, Washington, D. C.

Consecutive rectangular triangles with the sides 3, 4, 5; 5, 12, 13, etc.,
each having for its sides the Pythagorean numbers h, (h?—1)/2, (h?+1)/2,
where h is the hypotenuse of the preceding triangle, are laid off as follows:
3 as OA from the origin of rectangular Cartesian coordinates on the positive
x-axis, 4 as AB, a positive ordinate, 5 as the hypotenuse OB; the next triangle
with OB as one side and so as to contain the preceding one OAB within its area,
then the third to contain the second (and also the first) within its area, etc.
Find the limiting directions of the hypotenuses.
3381.

Proposed by E. B. Escott, Oak Park, Ill.

The following construction is taken from a book on mechanical drawing:
Problem. To bisect the angle between two given lines whose point of intersection is beyond the limits of the drawing.
Construction. Let the given lines be CD and AB. With an arbitrary point E
on CD as center and any radius strike an arc cutting CD in J and AB in G.
With G as center and the same radius strike an arc cutting AB in L and CD
in E. Draw the common chord of the two circles, HF. With J and L as centers
and the same radius strike arcs cutting in J and K. Draw JK. The intersection
of HF and JK is O, a point on the bisector.
To find a second point, with O as center, strike an arc cutting AB and CD
in two points M and N. With M and N as centers and the same radius strike
arcs cutting in P. Draw OP, the required bisector.
Give the proof of the construction.
SOLUTIONS
3085

[1924, 305].

Proposed by E. T. Bell, University of Washington.

Is there any simple formula, in terms only of and its divisors, for the sum
>> (—1)(*+» 2xy extended to all odd integers satisfying x?+y? =n?
Solution by C. F. Gummer, Queen’s University.
Let S be the required sum, on the understanding that only positive x and y
are used, and that when x and y are unequal both permutations of them are
counted as separate solutions. Let s be the sum when such permutations are not
reckoned separately. Let S’ and s’ be the corresponding sums when both positive and negative x and y are admitted as furnishing distinct solutions.
The equation x?+y?=m has no solutions in odd numbers (and therefore
S=s=S'=s'=0) unless x is of the form 2K?P, where K is either 1 or the product
of one or more primes of the form 4m—1, and P is either 1 or the product of
primes 4m+1. Let us suppose that m is of this form. Two cases may then be
t
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distinguished. If P is not a perfect square, there is no solution in which x and y
are equal. In this case s=S/2, and s’=25S. If P is a square, there is one solution
with equal values, and on account of this s = (S/2) —(K?P)/2, and s’ =2S—K°?P.
In either case, S’=4.S. Moreover the theory of S is the same for both cases.
To every representation of m in the form x*?+y corresponds the representation of 2/2, or K?P, in the form U?+V?, where U and V are (x+y)/2 and
(x—y)/2. For the calculation of S, (x+)/2 is positive, but (x—y)/2 may be
positive, negative, or zero; and, if it is not zero, the change of its sign effects a
permutation of x and y. Let U stand for the one of these two numbers which is
even, so that V is odd. Conversely every such (U, V) leads to a suitable (x, y)
appearing in S.
It is now seen that (—1)‘*+»
xy = U?— V?, so that S=)>(U?— V?).
Let P=p.1"p2---, where pi, p2,---, are distinct primes (of the form
4m+1). In accordance with known theory, let p,=u2+v2, where uq is even,
and vq is odd. We obtain a suitable (U, V) apart from an ambiguity of sign
which is immaterial to our purpose, from the complex relation
+ (U + iV) = K TI .(%« + 10q)"**a(tha

i0q)*@,

in which /, ranges from 0 to 7;, he independently from 0 to rz, etc. Moreover
all the (U, V) required for S are given once each by this equation.
Now U?—V? is the real part of the square of U+zV. Hence S is the real
part of the sum )-(U+iV)?. But the above equation shows that this sum is
real. Therefore
S=

K? ke Bia
hyhge

+ iVq)

ha( tte or in) |sa K*mym2 Re te

where
Ma =

Ta
di (a + itg)?"-2"@(tg — iV_)*** = [(te + idg)?tat? — (tg — idg)?*et?|/(4ittade)
ha=0
Va + 1
7 ( 1 )(us -—e@ye<

o + 1
( 3 we — v2 )"e-?(2u ae)?

ltr
1
+ (’ 6 ua — v2)"e-4(2Uata)4 — + °5
This discussion shows how S depends on the u’s and v’s belonging to the
prime factors of form 4m-+1. It is clear that if we were able to express S directly
in terms of the prime factors of , we should then be able to express the u’s
and v’s in terms of their corresponding primes, which is too much to expect.
Incidentally we see that if S; and S, are the values found for n=2K?P, and
n=2K? Pz, and if P; is prime to P2, then S;S2 is the value of S for
n=

2(K,K2)?P;P2.
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Proposed by Alex S. Wiener, Cornell University.

Solve the following simultaneous equations for u, v, w, x, y, and 2:
(u — a,)(x — b) — (v — b))(w — ay) = O,
(u — a2)(z — be) — (v — be)(y — a2) II 0,
(w — a3)(z — bs) — (x — b3)(y — as) = 0,
w+ePr=w+

v=

y+

2? =r’,

Solution by Otto Dunkel, Washington

University

The unknowns when paired as (u, v), (w, x), (y, 2) are the coordinates of
points C3, C2, C, on the circle of radius r with the origin at the center, and such
that the straight lines joining these points in the order written pass through the
given points A,(a;, b;), A2(de, be), A3(a3, 63). It will be assumed that no one
of these last three points lies on the circle. Certain trivial solutions are obvious.
Thus the straight line A ,A_ cuts the circle, in general, in two points, one of which
may be taken as C; while the second may be taken as both C; and C2. In order
to eliminate more easily such a solution, rotate the axes until the new x-axis is
perpendicular to A:A2; and suppose that the given points have now the coordinates (c, d,), (c, de), (c3, d3), whereas C;, Co, C3 have the coérdinates
(a, B,), (a2, Be), (as, Bs).
The straight line C3A 2 cuts the circle in the second point C,; with coérdinates
a,=M,/Li, Bi: = N1/Li, where
M, = 2c(r? — diBs) — as(c? — dy? + 1’),
NM, = 2d,(r? aes Caz) ae B3(d;" —ct+
h=?’+da?+r

¥*),

— 2(asc + B3d;).

By replacing the subscript (1) by (2) we shall have az and 82. The necessary and
sufficient condition that C,, C2. and A; shall lie on a straight line is
M,

N,

Ly

M,

No

gsEr

C3

ds;

1

= (0.

The determinant on the left may be carried through several reductions, using
a? +B? =r’, so that (d2—d) and 2(c—a3) may be removed as factors. Neither
factor is zero if we discard trivial solutions. After collecting the terms we obtain an equation of the form
P3a3 + Q383 + rR3 = 0,
where
P3 = ¢3(c? + r? — dide) + cd3(d; + dz) — 2cr?,
Os = csc(d; + de) + ds(dide + r? — c?) — (di + da),
Rs = r[c? + r? + didz — 2cc3 — ds(di + de).
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By solving the pair of equations consisting of the linear equation above and
a? +8? =r’, we obtain two solutions for the pair (a3, 83). Each solution determines uniquely the corresponding sets (a1, 8;), (a2, 82) by aid of the equations
above. A rotation transformation may then be made to restore the original
variables and given constants.
This requires merely the exercise of a little
patience in computation. Excluding the trivial solutions there is no real solution if P? +Q? is less then R? ; one and only one solution if they are equal; and
two distinct solutions in the remaining case.
3315 [1928, 207}. Proposed by Harry Langman, Arverne, L. I.
Show that
uxil
et

y+

2? — ys — sx — xy + ue? + 0? + w? — ow —

wu —

wv |S 3/2

Io y 1
w2zi

for all real values of the variables.
equality obtains.

Also find the conditions under which the

II. Solution by D. R. Curtiss, Northwestern

University.

-

The substitution
y=ax+nsin 4,

v=u+nr,cosh,

2=x+9r2.sin A,

w=

u+recos
%e,

reduces the above inequality to
ry? + re? — rire cos (O2 — 8;) IV 3'/?7
irq sin (02 — 03),
which may be written
r;2 “+ ro? = 2rire cos (02 om 6; — 60°) = 0.
This is equivalent to the statement that the square of the distance between
the points whose polar coordinates are (71, 6,+60°) and (72,02) is not negative.
Other inequalities in which 60° is replaced by other angles are at once suggested.
Equality obtains when and only when the two points coincide. In rectangular
coordinates, the two points are
ee

[((0 — u) — 4V/3(y — x), 430

— uw)

+H(y— x)]

and

(w—u,

2-2).

One easily verifies directly that the formula for the square of their distance
apart is the left side of the inequality in the statement of the problem when
all terms have been placed on that side. By equating the abscissas of the two
points, and the ordinates, we express the conditions for equality in terms of the
original variables.
3319 [1928, 261]. Proposed by J. Rosenbaum, Milford, Connecticut.
Given the sides of a quadrilateral
quadrilateral.

inscribed

in a circle, to construct

the
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University of Detroit.

It is assumed that the quadrilateral is to be convex. The construction for
the non-convex quadrilateral is easily deducible from the first case.
Let AB, BC, CD, and DA be the sides. If two opposite sides are equal the
quadrilateral becomes an isosceles trapezoid and the problem is trivial. It will
therefore be assumed that no two opposite sides are equal, and, for definiteness,
that AB>CD.
The construction does not depend at all on the fact that AC
and BD are different, but less elaborate methods of construction are available
when two opposite sides are equal.
Divide AD by the point R into two segments A R =a, and DR =d, and divide
BC by the point S into segments BS =) and CS =c, such that a/d =b/c = AB/CD.
Construct x from any one of the relations
% =

a(d+ c) =
a-—d

b(d
+ c)

c(a + 5)

d(a + b)

b-—c¢

b-—c

a-—d

Construct the triangle CDO with CD=CD given, CO=x-—c, DO=x-—d.
Extend OC through C to B making BC=
BC given; extend OD through D to A,
making AD=AD given. Join A and B. ABCD is the required quadrilateral.
Proof: Inscribe a quadrilateral ABCD in a circle, with AB>CD.
Then
BC and AD are not parallel, and intersect at O, with DC between O and AB.
Let P be the intersection of the diagonals. Now the triangles APB and DPC
are similar, and AP/PD=BP/PC=AB/CD.
Let the bisector of the angle
APD intersect AD at R and BC at S. Then AR/DR=AP/PD=BS/CS, or
a/d=b/c where AR=a, DR=d, BS=b, CS=c. RS makes equal angles with
AD and BC and the triangle RSO is ososceles. Triangles CDO and ABO are
similar: whence OB/OD =OA/OC
=A B/CD=a/d=b/c. If we set OS=OR=x,
then
(x + b)/(x — d) = (x + a)/(x — oc) = a/d = 5/c,
from which are deducible the four relations already given between x and given
quantities.
All the steps of the above analysis are reversible, and the construction is proved valid.
If the problem sets the order of the sides, there is only one convex solution.
If order be not specified, there are three convex solutions.
For the non-convex quadrilateral, inspection of a figure shows that two of
the sides intersect inside the circle and are divided in the same ratio by their
intersection point, and that the ratio of division is the ratio of the two sides
which do not intersect inside the circle. The construction of a fundamental
triangle is obvious, and, therefore, the construction of the quadrilateral is
immediate.
Also solved by H. W. Brown, R. A. Johnson, I. N. Kagoro, E. G. Olds,
W. J. Patterson, A. Pelletier, and Paul Wernicke.

tte
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Proposed by N. A. Court, University of Oklahoma.

Through a given point to draw a line which shall form with the sides of a
given angle a triangle of given perimeter.
Solution

by D. Lawrence

Barrick,

Montezuma

College,

Montezuma,

N. Mex.

Let D be the given point, ZA F the given angle, and 2 the given perimeter.
On AE take AZ equal to p and on AF take A Y equal to p. Construct a circle
tangent to AE and AF at Z and Y respectively. Through D construct a line
tangent to the minor arc ZY meeting AE and AF at B and C respectively.
This tangent is the required line.
Proof: The perimeter of ABC equals 2AZ equals 2).
Discussion: There is one and only one solution if D is outside of the given
angle or its vertical angle, or if D falls on AZ, A Y, or minor arc Z Y not including
points A, Z, or Y. There are two solutions if D falls within the area bounded by
AZ, AY, and minor arc ZY. Otherwise there is no solution. It is assumed
here that the sides of the triangle are not to lie upon the prolongations of EA
and FA.
Also solved by Rufus Crane, R. A. Johnson, L.S. Johnston, W. J. Patterson,
A. Pelletier, and Paul Wernicke.
3321 [1928, 261]. Proposed by Roger A. Johnson, Hunter College of the City of
New York.
Through A’, B’, C’ the mid-points of the sides of the triangle A BC lines are
drawn perpendicular to the bisectors of the opposite angles. Show that these
lines are sides of a triangle whose circumscribed circle equals that of the given
triangle.
Solution by Nathan Altshiller-Court,

ee

University of Oklahoma.

The triangles ABC, A’B’C’ are homothetic; hence, the bisectors of corresponding angles are parallel. Thus the perpendicular QR from A’ to the bisector of the angle A is also perpendicular to the bisector of the angle B’A’C’,
that is, QR is the external bisector of the angle B’A’C’.
The vertices P, Q, R cf the triangle formed by the three external bisectors
of the triangle A’B’C’ are the excenters of A’B’C’, and A’B’C’ is the orthic
triangle of POR. The circumcircle of A’B’C’ is thus the nine-point circle of
PQR, hence the circumradius of PQR is equal to the circumdiameter of A’B’C’.
But the circumradius of ABC is also equal to the circumdiameter of A’B’C’,
hence the proposition.
Also solved by Rufus Crane, Paul Wernicke, and the Proposer.
3322 [1928, 261]. Proposed by Harry Langman, Brooklyn, N. Y.
1. Let ABCD be a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle such that the adjacent
sides BC and CD are equal. Then AC?=AB-AD+BC’.
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2. Using this result, show that the ratio of the smallest diagonal of a regular
heptagon to the side is given by a root of y’— y?—2y+1=0.
Solution by P. W. Stoner, Pasadena Junior College.
(1). ABCD is an inscribed quadrilateral with BC = CD and CX perpendicular
to AB and CY perpendicular to AD.
Then
AB=AC

BX=DY,
CX=CY,
the angle BAC=the
angle CAD,
and
cos BAC+BX, AD=AC cos CAD—DY (if AD is less than AB).

Multiplying,
AB-AD

= AC? cos? BAC — BX? = AC? — AC? sin? BAC — BX?
= AC? — CX? — BX? = AC? — BC’.

Therefore AC?=AB-AD+BC*.
(2). Let A, B, C, D, E be successive vertices of a regular inscribed heptagon.
Then
(a)

AC? = AB-AD+

for AD=AE

BC?

and

(6b)

AD* = AC-AD+

BC?,

and BC=CD.

Solve (a) for AD and insert its value in (6). Then set AC/BC=y,
replacing AB by its equal BC; remove the factor y, and there results

after

y-y—-2y+1=0.
Also solved by H. W. Brown, B. P. Hoover, R. A. Johnson, L. S. Johnston,
J. H. Neelley, E. G. Olds, A. Pelletier, W. T. Short, Margaret M. Young,
Paul Wernicke, and the Proposer.
Note by the Proposer.
Let A;, Ao, As,:-+, Ax be the consecutive vertices of a regular polygon
with sides of unit length. Denote by y, the length of A,A,. Then from (1)
Yn= (y:2-1—1)/yn-2, where yo=1. By setting in turn m =4, 5, 6, 7 and replacing
ys by y, there results, after reduction of the fractional forms on the right,
y=

y—1,

y, = y? — 2y,

Since y; = 4, we have
gives the same result
The same process
the powers of y in the
Triangle diagonally.

yo = y' — 3y? + 1,

yr = yi — 4y? + By.

at once the desired result. Also y;=1 and the last equation
but with the factor (y?+y—1).
can be applied to all regular polygons. The coefficients of
expression for y, follow the law obtained by taking Pascal’s

Note by Otto Dunkel.
The above equations by the proposer may be obtained more easily by a
slightly different theorem which also yields a proof of the law of the coefficients.
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Theorem: Let ABCD be an inscribed quadrilateral such that the adjacent
sides BC and CD are equal. Then BC(AD+AB)=AC-BD.
From C draw the perpendiculars CX and CY to AB and AD, respectively.
Then CX =CY, and
AY=AX=(AB+AD)/2. Hence from the two congruent
right triangles ACY and ACX we can form an isosceles triangle with base
equal to AB+AD and side AC which is similar to BCD. Hence
AC/(AB+AD)
= BC/BD, and the theorem is proved.
With the notation above take AB=y,-2, AC=yn-1, AD=yn, BD=y,
BC=CD=1, y3=¥y, ye=1, and we have ya=Yy¥n-1—Yn-2If we set n=4, 5,
we obtain the first two equations. The following equations are then easily
written down in turn by the general law, and it now follows by a simple proof
that
Yn = y~(- 1)i,_9_ Cy" 24,
where the limits are i=0 and i=[(n—2)/2], that is the greatest integer in
(n—2)/2.
The other two roots of the equation in part (2) are 1/y, and — y4/y.
3323 [1928, 261]. Proposed by C. N. Schmall, New

York City.

In elementary geometry it is shown that two circles will touch, cut each
other, or have no point in common, according as the sum of their radii is equal
to, greater than, or less than the distance between their centers. Prove this by
analytical geometry.
Solution by B. P. Hoover, Carnegie Institute of Technology.
Let a and b be the radii of circles with centers at A and B, respectively, and
let AB equal c. We consider each of the quantities a, 6, and ¢ as positive.
Let A be the origin and the line from A through B the positive direction of the
x-axis. Solving the equations of the circles, x?+y?=a? and (x—c)?+y?=B?,
we get x = (a?+c? — b?)/(2c), which is real, and, for y?, we get

(1)

y2
y=

a? —

(“ty
2c

=

(a+b—c\(b+c—a\(c+a—d)(atb+c)
4c?

The necessary and sufficient conditions for tangency, two real intersections,
and no real point in common are respectively y? =0, y?>0, and, y? <0.
I. The condition y? = 0 yields the three possibilities, a+5—c=0,b+c—a=0,
c+ta—b=0. These are mutually exclusive since a, 6, and c are different from
zero, and correspond, respectively, to external tangency, internal tangency
with circle B inside A, internal tangency with A inside B.
II. For y?>0, we must have all four of the factors of y® positive; since
a+b-+c is positive, if two of the other factors, say, b+c—a and c+a—b, are
negative, we are led to the contradiction, c<0. Likewise the other two possible
combinations of signs of the factors of y? are impossible since a and 6 are positive.
Hence, we must have at the same time a+b>c, b+c>a, anda+c>b.
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III. For y?<0, there are four combinations of signs of the factors of y’
to consider: 1) ++—+; 2) +—++;3) —-+++;4) ——-—+. These signs
are written in the same order as the factors of y? in (1) above. 1) is possible and
corresponds to the case of circle A inside B, since a+c>b. 2) is possible and
corresponds to the case of B inside A, since b+c<a.
3) is possible and corresponds to the case of circles A and B having no part of their areas in common
since a+b<c.
4) is impossible since a+b+c is the sum of the other three
factors.
Also selved by R. P. Agnew, R. A. Johnson, F. A. Lewis, F. H. Miller,
J. H. Neelley, E. G. Olds, A. Pelletier, Paul Wernicke, and F. L. Wren.
3324

[1928, 261].

Proposed by H. Campbell, St. Johnsbury,

Vt.

Given the difference of the segments of the base made by the perpendicular
to the base from the vertical angle, the difference of the base angles, and the
difference of the sides including the vertical angle, to construct the triangle.
Solution by F. L. Wren, George Peabody College for Teachers.
Let s =difference of the two sides including the vertical angle; ) = difference
of the projections of these two sides on the base; and @=difference of the two
base angles, 0<#<80°.
Construct the triangle ABC with AB=s, AC=b,
ZABC=90°+%36. Draw the perpendicular bisector of BC cutting AB produced
in D, and then draw an arc of the circle with center D and radius DB cutting
AC in Cand E. Draw DE; then ADE is the required triangle. For AD—DE
=AD—DB=s.
If M is the foot of the altitude from D, AM—ME=AM-—CM
=AC=b.
Also
ZADC=180°—22ZDBC=60.
There
are
two
cases
I. ZACB=36, Il. ZACB<30.
In either case ZACD= ZACB+ ZBCD
= 90°—40+ ZACB. Inthe first case ZACD290°, and E is on AC produced or
at C. In this latter case it is obvious that ZAED— ZEAD=6.
In the other
case of I ZAED— ZEAD= ZECD— ZEAD=6, and M falls within the base
AE. Incase II, ZACD<90°, and M falls on AE produced. Here d is the sum
of the absolute values of the projections, since the direction of WE is the reverse
of that in the second part of I. We now have Z AED =external angle at C of
triangle ACD= ZEAD+6; and hence ZAED— ZEAD=6. The construction
is impossible if bSs.
Also solved by H. W. Brown, William Hoover, L.S. Johnston, F. A. Lewis,
A. Pelletier, W. R. Warne, and Margaret M. Young.
3375

panic.

[1929, 233] Proposed by A. S. Levens, University of Minnesota.

Show how to find the angle between a line and a plane graphically, without
first reducing the problem to that of finding the angle between two lines.

sith
DO

Solution by the Proposer
The usual method given in textbooks of Descriptive Geometry for the solution of this problem is to drop a normal from some point of the given line to
the given plane and then to find the angle between that normal and the given
t
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line. The angle thus found is the complement of the required angle. That
method, altho simple, is indirect.
A direct method for obtaining the view of the true angle by projecting the
given figure upon a plane which is perpendicular to the given plane and parallel
to the given line is described below. This method obviates the introduction of
the normal and the projection of the given line upon the given plane or the
addition of any element to the given figure.
Construction: (1) Project the line and plane upon an auxiliary plane which
is perpendicular to the given plane and a reference plane. (2) Then project the
line and plane upon a second auxiliary plane which is perpendicular to the first
auxiliary plane and parallel to the given plane. (3) Project the line and plane
upon a third auxiliary plane which is perpendicular to the second auxiliary plane
and parallel to the given line. In this last view the true angle between the line
and plane will be shown.

NOTES
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Readers are invited to contribute to the general interest of this department by sending items to
H. W. Kuhn, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
THE

THIRTEENTH SUMMER MEETING
MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATION

OF

THE

The thirteenth summer meeting of the Association will be held at the
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, on Monday afternoon and Tuesday
morning, August 26-27.
A program of interest to college and university
teachers of mathematics is being prepared. It will include the retiring presidential address of Professor W. B. Ford. Immediately following this meeting
and lasting for the remainder of the week, there will be a colloquium and summer
meeting of the American Mathematical Society. The colloquium will consist of
a series of five lectures, beginning Tuesday afternoon, by Professor R. L. Moore
TP
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of the University of Texas on “Point-set theory.” On Thursday afternoon,
—
Professor Virgil Snyder will give his address as the retiring president of the
=
Society on “The problem of cubic variety in four-way space.”
This meeting will offer an unusual opportunity to combine mathematical
activities with a pleasant outing. Boulder is a beautiful city with a population
of about 15,000, delightfully located at the entrance to the Rocky Mountains.
Since it is not a summer resort, prices are reasonable. A fifteen minutes’ walk
from the campus takes a person into wooded canyons and foothills; an auto ride
of less than one hour, into the high mountains.
Boulder is one and one-half
hours’ bus ride from Denver, which has excellent railroad connections with all
parts of the country.
Wednesday will probably be devoted to an all-day excursion into the eleO
vated and scenic Estes Park and Rocky Mountain Park region. Other short
trips and typical western outings are being planned. The committee on arrange-
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ments is making thorough preparations for entertaining visitors, and will be
glad to assist any who may wish to spend a part or all of their summer in the
beautiful Rocky Mountain region. The University of Colorado maintains a
recreation office during the summer session; this is to be continued during the
meetings, and the director, Professor C. A. Hutchinson, places the resources of
his bureau at the services of members and their families. He will be glad to
give any information and advice concerning board and lodging to members who
may consider bringing their families earlier than the meeting to enjoy a prolonged stay in Colorado, or who may wish to stay after the meeting. Addresses
and prices of rooms or furnished houses in the city, or of cabins in the mountains,
may also be secured from Professor Hutchinson. Lodging for the period of the
meetings will be provided in the fraternity and sorority houses at a price not
to exceed $1.00 per night per person, except that a limited number of single
rooms will be available at $1.25 per night per person.
The full program of the Association meeting will be sent to the members in
July with a post card for making reservations.
The original manuscript of Professor Albert Einstein’s latest published
research, “Zur Einheitlichen Feld-Theorie,” is now in this country in the
possession of Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut, where it will be
permanently kept in the Olin Library and exhibited to those interested to see it.
The manuscript consists of eight pages of closely knit lines, all in Einstein’s
handwriting, together with mathematical calculations and interlineations.
Certain portions have been crossed out and do not, therefore, appear in the
published paper.
The first seven pages of the manuscript contain the scientific treatise, the
results of six years of Einstein’s deepest thought, and the mathematical statement of a scientific theory which it has been said that not more than twelve
men understand at the present time. It is said that Professor Einstein considers this theory of more scientific significance than his famous theory of
relativity and that he believes it will be years before the world of science will
be able to grasp fully all the details and implications of his theory and check
up on his calculations. The manuscript is autographed at the end of page seven.
The eighth page contains expressions of thanks to Professor Einstein’s coworkers.
The story of how Wesleyan University came into the ownership of the
manuscript, as told by President James L. McConaughy, has many elements
of human interest. The joint donors were George W. Davison, President of the
Central Union Trust Company of New York, and Albert W. Johnston, financier,
of 111 Broadway, New York.
Mr. Davison and Mr. Johnston were college
mates at Wesleyan and have long been active on its Board of Trustees, the
former being now President of the Board and the latter Chairman of its Committee on Buildings and Grounds.
Immediately after the publication of the new theory which Professor Einstein had promulgated, Mr. Davison instructed his company’s representative
t
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in Berlin to enter into negotiations with Professor Einstein to discover if the
manuscript could be acquired. These negotiations were carried on with Mrs.
Einstein, who surrounds Professor Einstein’s life with the greatest protection.
Professor Einstein has been in poor health for a long time and his friends know
that it has made him very happy to be abie to complete the development and
statement of his new theory in spite of the condition of his health and the strain
of the arduous mental toil which the work has involved. Professor Einstein is
an ardent Zionist and the manuscript of his relativity theory was sent to the
Zionist University in Jerusalem.
The manuscripts of Professor Einstein’s
works between the publication of his relativity theory and the publication of
“Zur Einheitlichen Feld-Theorie” were purchased by Baron Rothschild of
London who presented them to the Einstein Institute in Berlin.
When Mr. Davison’s negotiations for the new manuscript were opened,
no other approach had been made to Professor Einstein with a view to its
purchase, and through Mrs. Einstein ready assent was given by Professor Einstein to the sale of the manuscript to Mr. Davison, whose representative explained that it would be permanently entrusted to the custody of an American
university. The only interest which Professor Einstein had in the’ financial
aspects of the transaction was that its sale should realize sufficient money to
enable him and his wife to carry on the welfare work among university students
in which both of them have long been very much interested.
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics held its annual meeting
at Cleveland, Ohio on February 22-23, 1929, the general theme being “The
place of mathematics in education.”
The program included the following
papers:
1. “The permanent nature of the necessity for mathematics in the secondary
school,” by Professor L. C. Karpinski.
2. “Current trends in mathematics teaching,” by Doctor Vera Sanford.
“Mathematics and the future”, by Professor C. N. Moore.
. “For the good of the Council,” by Professor W. D. Reeve.
. “Mathematics plus,” by Miss Florence Brooks Miller.
. “The cultural value of mathematics,” by Professor W. W. Rankin.
wnn
7. “The place of mathematics in junior high school education,” by Agnes
Grant Rowlands.
8. “Teaching geometry into its rightful place,” by Professor J. O. Hassler.
9. “Informational mathematics versus computational mathematics,” by
Profsssor C. H. Judd.
The reports of the officers indicated a growth of the Council from about
4350 to over 5000 during the year. 230 were registered as in attendance at the
meetings. A very cordial interest was indicated between the National Council
and the Mathematical Association.
This was evidenced in two ways, first,
by the approval by the Directors of the Council of the affiliation between the
two bodies whereby each is to contribute to the welfare of the other organization
and whereby members of the Council may become members of the Association
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without the payment of the initiation fee, and secondly, by the appointment
of members of the Council to act with a committee of the Association in mapping
out a one-year course in plane and solid geometry as a possible alternative to
the year of plane geometry which is offered for college entrance. The joint
committee thus formed will make a report to the two bodies after the necessary
amount of consideration of this very important educational question.
The
committee for the Mathematical Association is composed of Professor Dunham
Jackson, chairman, and Professors Ralph Beatley, J. O. Hassler, C. N. Moore,
and W. D. Reeve.
The Chauvenet Prize
President J. W. Young has appointed the following committee on the
Chauvenet Prize: Professor A. J. Kempner, chairman, and Professors D. R.
Curtiss and W. A. Hurwitz. By reason of the gift made last year by ex-President
Walter B. Ford,! the Association is able to award the prize at the end of this
year, and this will doubtless be done at the time of the annual meeting at Des
Moines, Iowa in December, 1929. This award will cover the four years 1925
to 1928 inclusive.
The U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey is establishing mailing lists so that
circulars giving information regarding publications issued by the bureau may
be sent to those interested. Requests should be directed to the Director of the
Survey, Washington, D. C. The following subjects are covered: Astronomic
work, Base lines, Coast pilots, Currents, Geodesy, Gravity, Hydrography,
Leveling, Nautical charts, Oceanography, Precise traverse, Seismology, Terrestrial magnetism, Tides, Topography, Triangulation, and Cartography.
Professor Earle Raymond Hedrick, of the University of California at Los
Angeles, delivered the “Fifth Annual Faculty Research Lecture” at that University on April 26, 1929. His subject was, “Logical reasoning in mathematics
and in science.”
Professor H. E. Slaught, of the University of Chicago, delivered a lecture on
“How mankind learned to count” at Lehigh University on March 11, 1929,
at Lafayette College on March 12, at Haverford College on March 13, at
Swarthmore College on March 14, and at Rutgers University on March 15.
These lectures were usually sponsored by mathematics clubs in the respective
institutions and the attendance varied from 100 to 400. The lectures were
given for the purpose of stimulating interest in mathematics. Professor Tomlinson Fort of Lehigh University was responsible for the plan and he worked
out the itinerary. Professor Slaught also delivered this lecture again on April 15
at the Open Court of Chicago before a group of people who come together
occasionally to discuss philosophy, religion, and mathematics.
At the invitation of Sigma Xi and the departments of mathematics and
physics, Professor J. H. VanVleck, of the University of Wisconsin, delivered
two lectures at Iowa State College on March 7. The subjects were “Modern
physics and molecular structure” and “The new quantum theory.”
t
1 See this Monthly, vol. 35 (1928), p. 457.
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Professor G. H. Hardy lectured at the University of lowa on March
1929 on “Hilbert’s logic.”

23,

The University of Oxford has conferred the degree of Doctor of Science on
Professor Oswald Veblen, of Princeton University.
The American Mathematical Society has awarded its Bécher Memorial
Prize to Professor J. W. Alexander, of Princeton University, for his memoir
entitled “Combinatorial analysis situs,” in volume 28 of the Transactions of the
American Mathematical Society.
Professor A. H. Compton, of the University of Chicago, has been awarded
the gold medal of the Radiological Society of America for his work in X-rays.
The Alice Freeman Fellowship of Wellesley College has been awarded to
Deborah May Hickey, of Houston, Texas. The fellowship, amounting to $1600,
will enable her to continue her study of mathematics in Germany.
Associate Professor Elizabeth B. Cowley, of Vassar College, who is at
present on leave of absence teaching in the Pittsburgh public schools, has been
promoted to a professorship of mathematics at Vassar College.
Dr. Carl A. Garabedian, associate professor of mathematics at the University of Cincinnati, has been appointed associate professor of mathematics and
organist at St. Stephen’s College of Columbia University, Annandale-onHudson, N. Y.
At Hunter College the following promotions and appointments have been
made: Dr. Lester S. Hill and Miss Evelyn Walker have been promoted from
the rank of assistant professor to that of associate professor; and Dr. Louis
Weisner from an instructorship to an assistant professorship.
Dr. Martin
Nordgaard has been appointed Lecturer and Mr. Aubrey Landers, Jr. has been
appointed instructor.
Professor W. V. Lovitt, of Colorado College, has been appointed
Men. He will continue as professor of mathematics.

Dean of

Mr. Charles R. Scherer has been made head of the department of mathematics in Christian University.
The following additional courses in mathematics are announced for the
summer of 1929:
University of California, Berkeley, intersession, May 20—-June 29. By Professor T. M. Putnam:
Theory of algebraic equations and of infinite series;
Geometric introduction to the theory of functions. By Professor D. N. Lehmer;
Metric differential geometry.
Summer session, July 1-August 10. By Professor B. A. Bernstein: Elementary algebra for advanced students. By Professor E. R. Hedrick:
Analytic geometry of space; Functions of a complex
variable. By Professor James Pierpont: Non-Euclidean geometry. By Professor
Hermann Weyl: Representation of groups; Applications and representations
of groups to quantum physics.
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University of California at Los Angeles, July 1—-August 10. By Professor
Harriet E. Glazier: Foundations of arithmetic. By Professor M. W. Haskell:
Advanced geometry; Geometric introduction to the theory of functions. By
Professor Sophia H. Levy: The teaching of mathematics.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology:
First period, June 11 to July 23.
Courses in calculus and differential equations, covering the prescribed work
of the first two years. Second period, July 24 to September 4: Courses given in
first period repeated. August 12 to September 14. Courses in algebra, solid
geometry and trigonometry, in preparation for fall entrance examinations in
those subjects. July 1 to July 30. Courses in methods of teaching mathematics
in the Junior High School and the Senior High School. June 10 to July 12.
Courses in advanced calculus and theoretical aeronautics. July 15 to August 9.
Course in theoretical aeronautics continued. July 5 to August 5. Differential
equations, intended primarily for Army officers.
University of Pittsburgh.
In addition to the usual undergraduate courses
the following advanced courses will be offered. By Professor K. D. Swartzel:
Functions of a complex variable; Teaching of mathematics. By Professor F. A.
Foraker: Modern synthetic geometry; solid analytic geometry. By Associate
Professor Taylor: Advanced calculus; functions of a real variable. By Assistant
Professor Culver: Theory of equations.
Syracuse University.
In addition to the usual courses in mathematics
through the calculus the following courses are offered.
By Professor F. F.
Decker: The teaching of algebra and geometry in secondary schools; Introduction to the theory of numbers or introduction to modern algebra. By
Professor A. D. Campbell: Differential geometry or theory of functions of a
complex variable.
University of Texas, first term, June 4 to July 15. By Professor R. L. Moore:
Functions of real variables; Foundations of geometry. By Professor E. L. Dodd:
Probability; Analytic functions. By Professor H. J. Ettlinger: Differential equations; Ruler and compass constructions. By Professor H. S. Vandiver: Number
theory; Advanced calculus. By Professor A. E. Cooper: Advanced calculus;
Theory of equations. By Professor P. M. Batchelder: Teaching problems in
mathematics. By Professor Mary Decherd: Calculus and freshman courses,
both terms. Second term, July 15 to August 26. By Professor R. L. Moore:
Functions of real variables (continued); Non-Euclidean geometry.
By Professor H. J. Ettlinger: Partial differential equations; Definite integrals. By
Professor E. G. Keller:
Advanced calculus.
By Professor R. G. Lubben:
Calculus.
University of Vermont. By Professor Millington: Courses in algebra, plane
trigonometry, and solid geometry.
By Professors Bullard and Butterfield:
Courses in analytical geometry, differential calculus, integral | calculus, and
differential equations.

Announcing the Third Edition of
COLLEGE
By H. L. RIETZ

ALGEBRA

and A. R. CRATHORNE

NEW and thorough revision. This text has been rewritten to bring the
material up to date. New chapters on probability and on compound interest and annuities have been added. The terminology and symbols approved
by the Committee on Mathematical Requirements and on Scientific Symbols and
Abbreviations have been adopted. The exercises and problems have been completely changed except in the case of certain unique problems that have been
a leading characteristic of the book.
A special feature of the revised edition is the new chapter on Relative Frequency
and Probability. Hitherto chapters on probability have dealt almost entirely
with games of chance. But the new chapter presents the subject of probability,
for the first time in an algebra text, from the statistical point of view. Students
who wish to study statistics will find this chapter especially helpful.
The present edition is certain to enhance the book’s preeminence among texts
in College Algebra.
HENRY

HOLT

AND

COMPANY,

One Park Avenue

The

Rhind

Inc.

New York

Mathematical

Papyrus

CHANCELLOR ARNOLD BurruM CuAce, of Brown University, is rendering
signal honor to the Association by publishing under its auspices his
RuIND MATHEMATICAL Papyrus. The entire receipts from the sale of
this great work will be used to start an endowment fund of the Association
to be known as the ARNOLD BuFFUM CHACE FUND.
Volume I, over 200 pages, contains the free Translation,
and Bibliography of Egyptian Mathematics.

Commentary,

Volume II, 140 plates in two colors with Text and Introductions, contains
the Photographic Facsimile, Hieroglyphic Transcription, Transliteration,
and Literal Translation.
The long delay in completing Volume II has been unavoidable but will
result in an Egyptological perfection of plates and notes which could not
have been attained otherwise. This work is now well along toward completion and the date of publication will soon be announced.
A special price of $15.00 per set, far below cost, has been made for
individual and institutional members of the Association on application
to the Secretary. To all others the price will be $20.00 per set, obtainable only through the OPEN Court PuBLISHING CoMPANY, 339 East Chicago
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

SUCCESSFUL

BOOKS

FOR

COLLEGE

Under the editorship of H. E. Staucut,
PLANE

CLASSES

University of Chicago

TRIGONOMETRY

By N. J. Lennes and A. S. Merritt,

University of Montana

DOPTED by nearly one hundred representative colleges and universities
A in its first year, this book has quickly established itself as one of the
leading textbooks for college classes in trigonometry.
Among the features which have aroused most enthusiasm among teachers of mathematics are: the abundance of well-graded exercises and problems, adapted
to varying abilities of students; well-spaced cumulative reviews; careful
paging throughout, resulting in the unified presentation of all theorems
and other explanations. The remarkable accuracy of the book is also a
factor in its popularity.
Price with tables, $2.20; without tables, $1.60; tables alone, $1.20
COLLEGE

ALGEBRA

By N. J. LENNEs
UBLISHED only a few months ago, this book has been welcomed by
F tine teachers everywhere as one of the clearest, simplest, and bestorganized textbooks in its field. It is characterized by the same features
which have made PLANE TRIGONOMETRY so popular—well spaced cumulative reviews ;abundant problems and exercises, adapted for both average
and superior students; interesting historical sketches; careful paging ; excellent tables, etc. Answer books have been prepared for both books. That
for the earlier book is now ready, and the other will be available shortly.
Copies will '¢ furnished to students free of charge wherever the instructor so authorizes. Price $2.25
A

SURVEY

COURSE

IN

MATHEMATICS

By N. J. LENNEs
ESIGNED for the so-called “unified” or orientation course in matheD matics, which aims to give students a working knowledge of the
basic principles of algebra, geometry, and trigonometry, this book is meeting with increasing favor everywhere. It strikes a middle ground between
separate texts on each subject and the usual unified mathematics texts,
retaining the best features of each. Price $2.00.
HARPER

& BROTHERS,

PUBLISHERS

49 E. 33 St., N.Y.C.

Important

Modern

new

texts for fall classes

Geometry

By RoGER A. JOHNSON, Associate Professor of Mathematics, Hunter College of the
City of New York, With an Introduction by JoHN WESLEY YOUNG, Cheney
Professor of Mathematics, Dartmouth College.
This book is designed for use as a text for college students, and especially
for those who are planning to become teachers of high school mathematics.
It provides a thorough introduction to the geometry of the triangle and the
circle. The first part of the book develops a number of basic methods and
principles, including the theory of inversion and the properties of coaxal
circles, as well as a general theory of similar figures. The geometry of the
triangle is then taken up in detail, and all the more important notable points
and circles are discussed. While there are full proofs of all leading theorems,
many of the corollaries, extensions, and applications are left to be worked
out independently by the reader. These original exercises are so arranged
as to provide a maximum of opportunity for individual work, and yet they
are an integral part of the whole structure. Every exercise has some direct
bearing on the general theory.
An

Introduction

to

Mechanics

By JoHN W. CAMPBELL, Professor of Mathematics, University of Alberta.
The distinctive purpose of this book is to provide an introductory text which
will build by logical development and which will keep Newton's laws and
other fundamental principles in evidence throughout. Among the outstanding features of this text are the following: a coherent and logical development of the theory covered; a consistent use of dimensional units throughout,
with a clear distinction between explicit and implicit units; an adaptation of
the ordinary coordinate notation of geometry to represent concisely vector
quantities for both theoretical and practical problems; the most complete
treatment anywhere given for the numerical solution of catenary problems;
the avoidance of a common difficulty by classifying particles as finite and
infinitesimal, and making all postulates and definitions for infinitesimals;
discussion of significant figures and a consistent use of them in the text.
Numerical Tables of Hyperbolic and Other Functions
By JOHN W. CAMPBELL.
These tables are the result of a prodigious amount of original work on the
part of the author. They make an important contribution to mathematics
material. The hyperbolic functions tabulated make possible the ready numerical solution of catenary problems.
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THE

INFORMATION

BUREAU

FOR APPOINTMENTS

Members of the Association are reminded that the Association maintains
an office for supplying information with regard to men and women available
for appointment to college positions in mathematics. This office does not handle
detailed recommendations, after the manner of a teacher’s agency, but supplies
certain essential facts with regard to each candidate, together with the name of
a sponsor from whom further information about him can be obtained. The
aim is to keep the files as complete and up-to-date as possible. To this end,
candidates for appointment, especially candidates for a first appointment,
are invited to put their names on record with the office and departments in
search of instructors are urged to avail themselves of its facilities. There is
no charge for its services, either to department or to candidates. Registration
blanks and information may be obtained from Professor H. W. Kuhn, Ohio
State University, Columbus, Ohio.

THE THIRD ANNUAL

MEETING

OF THE PHILADELPHIA

SECTION

The third annual meeting of the Philadelphia Section of the Mathematical
Association was held in Bennett Hall at the University of Pennsylvania on
Saturday, December 1, 1928. There were 75 present including the following
members of the Association: V. W. Adkisson, J. W. Alexander, A. A. Bennett,
P. A. Caris, J. W. Clawson, E. S. Crawley, J. E. Davis, D. A. Flanders, O.
Frink, T. Fort, M. Goldberg, G. A. Harter, F. H. Jackson, E. H. Johnson,
J. R. Kline, M.S. Knebelman, P. A. Knedler, H. M. Lufkin, D. L.McDonough,
H. H. Mitchell, J. A. Miller, R. Morris, F. W. Owens, H. B. Owens, E. A.
Partridge, C. J. Rees, G. A. Rosengarten, L. L. Smail, W. M. Smith, M. B.
Snyder, J. E. Stocker, J. M. Thompson, F. M. Weida, A. H. Wilson, R. R.
Wood.
Professor F. W. Owens, the chairman of the Section, presided. A special
luncheon was held at the end of the morning session for the mathematicians
and their friends. At the business meeting the following officers were elected
for the ensuing year: Chairman, Professor A. H. Wilson, Haverford College;
Secretary, Professor P. A. Caris, University of Pennsylvania; Program Committee, Professor Tomlinson Fort, Lehigh University and Professor J. R.
Kline, University of Pennsylvania.
The following program was presented:
1. “Errors in computation,” by Professor F. M. Weida, Lehigh University.
2. “The geometry of the triazgle,” by Professor A. A. Bennett, Brown University.
3. “An algebraic method of differentiating,” by Professor Orrin Frink,
Pennsylvania State College.
4. “A mechanical theory of the solar corona,” by Professor J. A. Miller,
Swarthmore College.

